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Abstract

Autonomous robots that can perform common tasks like driving, surveillance, and chores have the biggest potential for impact due to frequency of usage, and the biggest potential for risk due to direct interaction with humans. These tasks take place in open-ended environments where humans socially interact and pursue their goals in complex and diverse ways. To operate in such environments, such systems must predict this behaviour, especially when the behaviour is unexpected and potentially dangerous. Therefore, we summarize trends in various types of tasks, modeling methods, datasets, and social interaction modules aimed at predicting the future location of dynamic, socially interactive agents. Furthermore, we describe long-tailed learning techniques from classification and regression problems that can be applied to prediction problems. To our knowledge this is the first work that reviews social interaction modeling within prediction, and long-tailed learning techniques within regression and prediction.

1. Introduction

Autonomous robots are gaining the ability to reliably perceive the static objects and dynamic agents around them (Balasubramaniam & Pasricha, 2022), but in order to safely plan a future path without colliding with these obstacles, they need to be able to predict the future location of the dynamic agents. This is especially difficult in open-ended environments like roads and homes where dynamic agents can move around and interact with each other in an infinite variety of ways.

However, especially in open-ended environments with much possibility, a majority of agents execute the same simple actions like standing still or walking in a straight line, while few execute various complicated actions, like opening a car door or stopping to talk to a friend. This results in the situation depicted in Figure 1, where the model learns the majority common examples more easily than the few rare cases, resulting in a feature embedding space where uncommon paths get lost within the many embeddings of well-frequented paths and are therefore less easily identified and predicted accurately.

Furthermore, dynamic agents must be considered not just as individuals, but as parts of a social system in which future actions are contingent on others’ intentions. Studying the many ways these intentions are communicated and understood will bolster short and long term prediction capabilities.

To adequately cover relevant material, we limit the scope of this paper to social dynamic agents in commonly seen open-ended environments, like homes or roads. We do not cover prediction of general patterns like traffic or weather, nor do we discuss activity-specific ap-
This figure, taken from Makansi et al. (2021), illustrates the confusion within feature space between common and uncommon example embeddings from the UNIV dataset (Pellegrini et al., 2010), with the EWTA model (Makansi et al., 2021) with no contrastive loss, using t-SNE.

Applications like cooking or sports. Furthermore, we focus on presenting a variety of methods that differ from each other, and either have made significant contributions to performance, or are currently state-of-the-art methods. Most of these methods involve neural networks.

Our contributions include 1) a comprehensive taxonomy for all types of prediction tasks including tables that show which prediction dataset should be used, given various types of input and environmental constraints, 2) a review of social interaction modeling techniques for prediction, 3) a review of long-tailed learning techniques within classification, regression, and prediction, and 4) a discussion of methodology trends and research directions for prominent tasks. While previous surveys have provided prediction taxonomies (Rasouli, 2020; Gulzar et al., 2021), tables of prediction datasets (Rudenko et al., 2020), and discussed social interaction (Barquero et al., 2022) and long-tailed learning (Zhang et al., 2021b), ours provides a prediction taxonomy that can be applied to any forecasting task, organizes datasets by their modalities and environment characteristics to facilitate dataset choice based on problem/resource constraints, focuses on social interaction techniques in open-ended environments, and to our knowledge, is the first to discuss long-tailed learning in regression and prediction.

1.1 Terminology

In this work, we use the term dynamic agents to refer to humans (or autonomous robots that mimic humans) of various classes (pedestrians, cyclists, vehicles, etc.) exhibiting physical movement. Although the categories within our taxonomy could be applied to tasks like predicting the actions of buyers and sellers, investors, or social media followers, these topics do not fall under the category of dynamic agents, and therefore will not be explicitly discussed.

An open-ended environment indicates conditions where an agent’s future goal or path can take on an unbounded number of possibilities (Min et al., 2014). This puts the focus on environments like roads and malls where people can move in any direction and interact with others in myriad ways, instead of environments like cooking and sports, where people are more likely to follow the physical limits of the location and types of objects used.
By social interaction, we refer to interactions between two or more dynamic agents (Barquero et al., 2022) such as one friend following another or redirecting one’s path to avoid collision with a cyclist. Since the paths of both agents in such a situation are unknown, agents must exhibit indications of their intended actions to other agents. These indications, as well as the social conventions that guide them, can be modeled and used to improve forecasting. We do not discuss non-social interactions like agent-object or object-object interactions, although they can also be modeled (Tamaru et al., 2021), as an object’s future path is typically known.

Lastly, we use the term long-tailed to describe most naturally sampled datasets that contain many examples of a few common cases and few examples of many uncommon cases (Makansi et al., 2021), as shown in Figure 8. The uncommon examples in the long tail are harder to predict, as they are rare and dispersed among the many majority cases.

1.2 Methodology

In order to identify relevant papers for the topics discussed within this survey, we input the search terms specified in Table 1 into Google Scholar in July 2022, filtered through the results to find the papers that were relevant to each topic, and followed citations forwards and backwards from all articles relevant to the topics covered to find those which may not have been found by the search. Some of these topics (i.e. those in Section 2) are intended for performance comparisons, and are therefore dataset-specific, while others are general overviews of the topic as a whole. In the rest of this section, we identify the inclusion criteria used to specify which papers are considered relevant.

1.2.1 Inclusion Criteria

For Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, in order to decide which methods to cover within our performance comparison of methods within each sub-task (i.e. the sub-tasks of RGB Image Generation, Action Anticipation, Early Action Prediction, Trajectory Prediction, and Human Pose Prediction), we 1) identify the most popular dataset used by methods within the sub-task, 2) identify the most popular metrics used by those methods, and 3) filter through the methods which use the most popular dataset and metric to select for ‘leading’ and/or ‘revolutionary’ methods (i.e. methods which have the best performance, and/or propose novel contributions which are reproduced or used by many others in the field).

To identify the most popular dataset, we use Fig. 2 of Rasouli (2020), which shows the most popular datasets within dynamic agent prediction and displays the number of papers that use each dataset. We take the singular most popular dataset for each sub-task, based on the popularity count in Rasouli (2020), and filter the search results of each subtask by the corresponding dataset (see the "Suffix" column of sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 in Table 1).

To identify the most popular metrics applied by the methods in each sub-task which use the chosen dataset, we search Google Scholar by the relevant search criteria (each prefix + suffix in Table 1), and perform two searches: 1) sorted by relevance (i.e. highest number of citations) and 2) sorted by date (i.e. most recent, up to one year ago). Then, we view up to 50 search results for each search, record the metrics used by each method that fits our definition of the sub-task (defined in the corresponding sections) and choose the metric which is most popular. We also include relevant methods referenced by Rasouli (2020) within the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Sort By</th>
<th>No. Results Viewed</th>
<th>Search Criteria</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Suffix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>RGB Image Generation</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>video prediction next frame generation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>UCF-101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Action Anticipation</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>action anticipation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>PIE dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Early Action Prediction</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>action prediction</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>UCF-101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early Action Prediction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>action anticipation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early Action Prediction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>early action prediction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Trajectory Prediction</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>trajectory prediction</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>ETH/UCY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human Pose Prediction</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>human pose prediction</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Human3.6M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Social Interaction</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-all of the above-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>social interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Long-Tailed Learning</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-all of the above-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>long-tailed imbalanced dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Datasets</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>interaction long tailed imbalanced</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>prediction dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Related Surveys</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-all of the above-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>prediction survey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Search criteria used on Google Scholar to identify relevant papers for each topic (linked to the section in which that topic is discussed) within this survey. The search criteria in Section 2 are intended for performance comparison of methods within each topic (on a specific dataset) while the search criteria in the other sections are intended for a more general review of the topic. The search criteria for each topic were all combinations of one prefix and one suffix for all prefixes and suffixes specified for that topic. ‘All of the above’ indicates that the prefixes used for the corresponding topic were the combined set of all prefixes listed in topics placed above that topic within this table. Relevance (R) sorts by number of citations (maximum appears first) and date (D) shows the most recent papers first. No. Results Viewed describes the number of results considered for relevance within each search (each combination of prefix and suffix) for each ‘Sort By’ type, cut off early if at least 10 consecutive results are irrelevant. Abbreviations: R, relevance; D, date.

set of methods whose metrics are recorded. The reason for performing the second Google Scholar search by date is to allow newer methods which may not have had enough time to be discovered and cited sufficiently, to be identified and surfaced. Additionally, if more than 10 consecutive search results are irrelevant (i.e. do not fit our definition of the sub-task) we stop the search and do not go through the rest of the 50 search results. Afterwards, we perform forwards and backwards searches through the methods found by the Google Scholar search (and from the backwards search of Rasouli, 2020) to identify more relevant methods.
In order to further filter the relevant methods which match our definition of the sub-task and use the identified dataset and metric, we rank the methods by 1) their performance and 2) the number of reproductions and/or comparisons made to it by other methods within our chosen set. Finally, we choose ~10 methods (depending on how many are available), about half of which showcase methods reproduced/compared to by many others, and the rest of which showcase the highest performing methods. We limit the number of methods discussed to ~10 in order to clearly represent and compare them in one continuous table.

**Social interaction and Long-Tailed Learning.** Since social interaction and long-tailed learning are less studied aspects of prediction, we focus on the variety of methods presented instead of on the best performing or most reproduced methods. We search by relevance and stop at 20 results per search because there are so few methods that even by the 10th result we have typically exhausted the number of relevant studies. Furthermore, when we come across multiple studies which use the same social interaction module or long-tailed learning method, we choose the highest performing of the similar methods. For Trajectory Prediction, since it is the only sub-task which yields a plethora of social interaction modeling techniques, we list the different varieties of interaction modules present within the search results (where we also include relevant search results from Section 2.3), and for each type of social interaction module, we choose the highest performing Trajectory Prediction method which employs it.

**Datasets.** For the datasets presented in Section 3, we mainly focus on the datasets discussed in Rasouli (2020), and describe them in more detail than has been done previously. However, since Rasouli (2020) was published in 2020 and doesn’t include many social interaction-specific or long-tailed learning oriented datasets, we supplement this list with datasets found more recently (focusing on those published between 2019 and 2022) by searching Google Scholar with the terms listed in Table 1. Since there are only few such datasets, we stop at 20 results per search.

**Related Surveys.** In order to identify other related surveys, we use the corresponding search criteria within Table 1, sorted by relevance (since good surveys are more likely to be cited quickly) and viewed the top 20 results for each of the searches performed. From this list, we chose to discuss the surveys which were most similar to one or more of the topics discussed in this work.

1.3 Related Surveys

**Dynamic Agent Prediction.** There are many existing works that survey the field of dynamic agent prediction. Rasouli (2020) and Hirakawa et al. (2018) both give a broad overview of vision based prediction: Hirakawa et al. (2018) cover probabilistic and deep learning methods in street and crowd navigation, and Rasouli (2020) categorizes the methodologies and provides a comprehensive list of datasets for a range of tasks from future scene generation to trajectory prediction within applications from sports to driving. Georgiou et al. (2018) review trajectory prediction of pedestrians, cars, boats, planes, and animals on datasets primarily involving maps and GPS coordinates while Gulzar et al. (2021) cover both physics and learning based modeling approaches on pedestrians and vehicles across various modalities (map aware, scene aware, interaction aware) and task types (intent prediction, trajectory prediction, occupancy maps). There are also vehicle specific
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(Leon & Gavrilescu, 2021; Liu et al., 2021; Paravarzar & Mohammad, 2020) and pedestrian specific (Korbmacher & Tordeux, 2021; Rudenko et al., 2020) surveys. The most notable out of these are Liu et al. (2021) and Rudenko et al. (2020). Liu et al. (2021) provide a succinct table of leading vehicle prediction approaches and their characteristics (input modalities, output modalities, history/scene encoding, interaction encoding), and Rudenko et al. (2020) detail pedestrian prediction metrics, datasets, and methods organised into an insightful taxonomy. Finally, Zhao and Wildes (2021) and Hu et al. (2022) discuss datasets, state-of-the-art performance, and online methods for action prediction.

**Social Interaction.** Within prediction, Barquero et al. (2022) is the first to combine human motion forecasting and social signal forecasting into one work. Barquero et al. (2022) surveys datasets and methods that study focused social interactions with at least one visual cue, where ‘focused’ indicates continuous social interaction between agents and includes two-person conversations, but not trajectory prediction. As trajectory prediction is an important area where social interaction modeling is making great strides, we cover social interaction modeling within open-ended environments, and devote attention to trajectory prediction.

**Long-Tailed Learning.** Though Zhang et al. (2021b) was the first survey to use the term ‘long-tailed’ to refer to imbalanced datasets, and proposes a novel evaluation metric for the comprehensive list of deep learning methods it categorizes and benchmarks, techniques for countering dataset imbalances predate deep learning. Zhang et al. (2021b), Oksuz et al. (2021), and Krawczyk (2016) focus on techniques developed within computer vision, with Oksuz et al. (2021) studying visual detection and Zhang et al. (2021b) reviewing classification. Meanwhile, other surveys focus on a broad range of applications from cancer detection (Johnson & Khoshgoftaar, 2019) to stock market prediction (Branco et al., 2016), and cover a broad range of fields from management to agriculture (Haixiang et al., 2017). Despite the plethora of research done on long-tailed learning, most studies focus on classification tasks. Ours is the first survey to cover long-tailed learning techniques developed for either regression or prediction.

2. Types of Prediction Tasks

In this section, we describe types of prediction tasks through a taxonomy that categorizes tasks by output format, as shown in Figure 2. Prediction can be performed as a classification task with a predetermined set of possible future actions, a regression task, where future locations are regressed, or a generative task, where the future scene is generated at the pixel level. For each of these categories, we give examples of different types of problem formulations that fall into the category. Although various taxonomies have been defined in other papers like Rasouli, 2020 (where categories consist of ‘video’, ‘action’, ‘trajectory’, ‘motion’, and ‘other’ prediction), or Gulzar et al., 2021 (where categories are ‘intention’, ‘unimodal trajectory’, multimodal trajectory’, and ‘occupancy maps’), these taxonomies simply group existing papers into similar types of tasks, and don’t provide a framework where any future prediction task can be covered by the taxonomy. For example, the facial pose prediction task studied in Feng et al. (2017) does not fall under any of the categories of either Rasouli (2020) or Gulzar et al. (2021). Our taxonomy, on the other hand, encompasses these taxonomies (‘video’ and ‘occupancy map’ prediction are generative tasks,
‘action’ and ‘intention’ prediction are classification tasks, and ‘trajectory’ and ‘motion’ prediction, as defined by Rasouli, 2020, are regression tasks), and can also encompass new tasks like facial pose prediction (which is categorized as a regression task since future locations of facial keypoints are regressed).

However, to make the categories more easily identifiable and consistent with Rasouli (2020), we name each of the three task categories by the content that is being predicted (e.g. Video Prediction, Action Prediction, Motion Prediction) instead of the technical method used to make the prediction (e.g. generative, classification, regression), respectively.

1. **Video Prediction (generative task).** Per-pixel future scene generation in videos, where input and output frames have the same height and width (Rasouli, 2020). The following tasks fall within this category:
   (a) RGB Image Generation - generating future video frames in RGB (Rasouli, 2020)
   (b) Optical Flow Map - generating the optical flow map between the current frame and one or more future frames (Rasouli, 2020)
   (c) Semantic Forecasting - generating the semantic segmentation masks of future scenes from past RGB images

2. **Action Prediction (classification task).** Predicting a future action from a set of action classes (Rasouli, 2020). The following tasks fall within this category:
   (a) Action Anticipation - determining the next action that will follow based on previous actions and other context within the scene (Rasouli, 2020), also called intention prediction in (Gulzar et al., 2021)
   (b) Early Action Prediction - detecting the current action in progress based on partial observation of the action (Rasouli, 2020)

3. **Motion Prediction (regression task).** Anticipating the future movements (either by parts or as a whole) of dynamic agents. The following tasks fall within this category:
   (a) Human Pose Prediction - predicting future joint positions or skeletons of agents
   (b) Facial Pose Prediction - predicting future locations of facial landmarks
2.1 Video Prediction

Video prediction is a generative task: whether the scene is represented as an RGB image frame like in (Ying et al., 2019), the optical flow between two frames like in (Zhang et al., 2019), or a birds-eye view of an area where people are coming and going like in (Choi & Dariush, 2019), prediction is done by generating the RGB image, optical flow, semantic segmentation mask, or birds-eye view image that the scene will resemble in the future. Benefits of the RGB Image Generation and Optical Flow Map sub-tasks are that self-supervision can be used to train prediction models using any video dataset, but challenges are that the model needs to perform two difficult functions at the same time: long term dynamic agent forecasting and realistic non-blurry image generation (Zhou et al., 2020). Semantic Forecasting, on the other hand, requires segmentation labeling but can provide more accurate future segmentation masks than can be provided by using RGB Image Generation and then applying semantic segmentation to the generated images (Luc et al., 2017). Another challenge involving supervision of video prediction tasks is that in forecasting, many futures may be equally probable while only one future plays out and gets recorded as ground truth (Mangalam et al., 2020a). Recent works have dealt with this multimodality through probabilistic (e.g., Bhattacharyya et al., 2019) and deep-learning based (e.g., Fugošić et al., 2020; Babaeizadeh et al., 2018; Fragkiadaki et al., 2017) methods.

Datasets. The primary datasets used for evaluating video prediction methods are Caltech Pedestrians (Dollar et al., 2009), KITTI (Geiger et al., 2012), UCF-101 (Soomro et al., 2012), and Human3.6M (Ionescu et al., 2014), and the common metrics used on these datasets are Mean Square Error (MSE) of pixel intensities, Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), and Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index. While MSE is used to measure the difference between the ground truth and generated images, PSNR is a metric typically used to evaluate video transmission quality (Chan et al., 2010) and calculated by taking the log of the maximum pixel value in an image (typically 255), divided by the mean squared error of the image (Nasrabadi et al., 2014). SSIM, which is typically used for measuring image quality, is a weighted combination of comparisons between two images in terms of their luminance, contrast, and structure with values ranging between -1 and 1 where 1 is perfectly similar, 0 is no correlation, and -1 indicates dissimilarity (Wang et al., 2004).

Although there are many tasks within video prediction, we focus this section on methods...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Input Encoding Method</th>
<th>Modeling Method</th>
<th>Training Method</th>
<th>UCF-101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PSNR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. (2018)</td>
<td>dynamical atoms</td>
<td>sparse motion autoencoder</td>
<td>LTI loss</td>
<td>34.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2019)</td>
<td>foreground optical flow</td>
<td>autoencoder+memory network</td>
<td>style loss+occlusion</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cho et al. (2021)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>sparse motion field</td>
<td>$L_1$+gradient loss</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho et al. (2019)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>RL</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhattacharjee and Das (2019)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>GAN + autoencoder</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwon and Park (2019)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>GAN</td>
<td>adversarial</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying et al. (2019)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>adversarial</td>
<td>46.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cai et al. (2018)</td>
<td>skeleton</td>
<td>GAN</td>
<td>feature-matching loss</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liang et al. (2017)</td>
<td>ConvLSTM</td>
<td>GAN</td>
<td>adversarial</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byeon et al. (2018)</td>
<td>PMD</td>
<td>PMD</td>
<td>$L_1$+gradient loss</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliu et al. (2018)</td>
<td>ConvGRU</td>
<td>bGRU</td>
<td>encoder/decoder skipping</td>
<td>23.872</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Summary of Video Prediction Next Frame RGB Image Generation methodology and performance on UCF-101 (Soomro et al., 2012) dataset using PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and SSIM (Structural SIMilarity) metrics. Abbreviations: CNN, convolutional neural network; LSTM, long short term memory network; GRU, gated recurrent unit; ConvLSTM, convolutional LSTM; ConvGRU, convolutional GRU; PMD, parallel multi-dimensional unit, which is a type of ConvLSTM; GAN, generative adversarial network; RL, reinforcement learning; bGRU, bijective GRU; LTI, linear time-invariant. Bolded numbers indicate best performance and underlined numbers indicate second-best performance (higher is better).

that solve the most commonly studied video prediction sub-task, Next Frame RGB Image Generation, on the most common video prediction dataset, UCF-101 (Soomro et al., 2012).

**Input Encoding Methods** in video prediction typically consist of CNNs with a U-net (Ronneberger et al., 2015) type architecture (e.g., Cho et al., 2021; Ho et al., 2019; Bhattacharjee & Das, 2019; Kwon & Park, 2019; Ying et al., 2019). CNNs are an obvious choice for encoding the sequences of frames within a video due to their effectiveness on image-based data (Russakovsky et al., 2015), and the U-net architecture is an especially versatile form of CNN which can be applied to any application where the ‘labels’ are of the same format (e.g. an image with the same height and width) as the inputs (Ronneberger et al., 2015). Since this is the case for video prediction, U-net CNNs can either be used straightforwardly for encoding purposes (e.g., Cho et al., 2021; Ho et al., 2019) or as the generator within a GAN framework (Isola et al., 2018) to perform adversarial learning (e.g., Bhattacharjee & Das, 2019; Kwon & Park, 2019; Ying et al., 2019).

However, these CNNs treat the video simply as a set of frames and ignore their temporal structure. In order to encode temporal structure within the video, some papers employ recurrent methods like convolutional LSTMs, (ConvLSTM) (e.g., Liang et al., 2017), convolutional GRUs, (ConvGRU) (e.g., Oliu et al., 2018), and a new type of ConvLSTM by Byeon et al. (2018) called a parallel multi-dimensional (PMD) unit. ConvLSTMs and ConvGRUs use the memory cells of an LSTM or a GRU, respectively, but they expand the
size of the input to include a larger receptive field which shifts across the image like a convolution (Liang et al., 2017). Meanwhile, PMD units apply both convolutional operations and LSTM connectivity to both temporal and spatial dimensions indiscriminately (Byeon et al., 2018). While ConvLSTMs expand the receptive field across the height and width of an image and input one frame at a time into the LSTM, PMDs have 5 parallel units: one does the same as the ConvLSTM, one expands the receptive field across height and time and inputs a slice of width at a time into the LSTM, one inputs a slice of width at a time in the negative width direction, one expands receptive field across width and time and inputs a slice of height at a time into the LSTM, and one inputs a slice of height at a time in the negative height direction. This structure fixes the blind-spot problem of ConvLSTMs (i.e. missing wider spatial context from the more recent timesteps), since ConvLSTMs only aggregate more spatial context as they go further back in time (like a pyramid).

Other types of input encodings which use semantically meaningful ways to restructure and simplify the input include optical flow based separation of foreground from background (e.g., Zhang et al., 2019; Liang et al., 2017), skeleton detection of humans in the image (e.g., Cai et al., 2018), and the use of Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems to learn a set of suitable poles to use as dynamical atoms, as in (Liu et al., 2018). Optical flow based methods use the difference between two timesteps to find which pixels contain objects which are moving, and calculate the first and second order derivatives of that movement to propagate it into the future (Zhang et al., 2019), while dynamical atoms capture motion by identifying the dynamics of each pixel across time and representing that path as a linear combination of pre-defined dynamical atoms learned during training (Liu et al., 2018). Meanwhile, Cai et al. (2018) first perform skeleton detection on video sequences containing humans, predict how those skeletons will move in the future, and then use the original images to generate an image of the original human in the predicted skeleton position. Each of these methods predicts from a simpler representation of the video (e.g. flow, dynamical atoms, skeletons) by capturing a key aspect of the video (e.g. movement, human pose), and finds that doing prediction on these simpler, lower-dimensional, and more meaningful representations helps to better predict the entire future frame.

**Modeling Methods.** While most of the reviewed methods use generative adversarial networks (GANs) (e.g., Bhattacharjee & Das, 2019; Kwon & Park, 2019; Ying et al., 2019; Cai et al., 2018; Liang et al., 2017), or variations of autoencoders (e.g., Cho et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2019; Oliu et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018), Byeon et al. (2018) use 4 layers of PMD units with 2 skip connections, and Ho et al. (2019) identifies the motion vectors of only the critical pixels of the image and uses that to estimate the future motion vectors of those pixels to generate future frames. Autoencoders are a natural framework to use in video prediction because they aggregate both the global context necessary to understand which parts of the scene are moving and why, and local context which helps generate the pixel-by-pixel texture of the future frame (Ronneberger et al., 2015). In addition to having an autoencoder, Cho et al. (2021) uses a memory network on the scene encoding which memorizes the prototypical motion patterns of different types of objects in order to increase robustness to scenes in different environments. Furthermore, both Cho et al. (2021) and Zhang et al. (2019) add skip connections to the autoencoder in order to add local context (as shown in Ronneberger et al., 2015), and Oliu et al. (2018) uses a bijective gated recurrent unit (bGRU) within the autoencoder to allow shared states between the encoder
and decoder. In Liu et al. (2018), the dynamical atoms from the input encoding are used by the decoder to predict the next frame by extending their temporal horizon into the future. GANs, on the other hand, are good at performing the realistic image generation part of the video prediction problem (Bhattacharjee & Das, 2019). While Bhattacharjee and Das (2019) implement a straightforward GAN, Ying et al. (2019) and Liang et al. (2017) implement two different generators: an image generator which directly predicts the future frame and an optical flow generator that predicts the difference between the last frame and the predicted frame. However, Ying et al. (2019) combines their outputs using an autoencoder network, while Liang et al. (2017) apply two different discriminators, one for the images predicted by the two generators (one directly predicted and one whose optical flow has been applied to the last frame), and one for the predicted optical flows of the generators. Cai et al. (2018), on the other hand, employs two whole GANs and an autoencoder: it uses the first GAN to estimate the pose of the skeleton within the history sequence, the second GAN to predict the future poses, and inputs the future predicted pose and original image into an autoencoder (with skip connections) to generate the future frame. Meanwhile, in order to decrease the likelihood of blurry predictions for predicted frames that are farther into the future, the generator of Kwon and Park (2019) first predicts the future frame using history frames, then tries to predict the first frame using all the other frames (including the predicted future frame). To enforce temporal consistency, they also employ two discriminators: one for the generated images and one for the entire sequence.

Training Methods. Although novel systems like Liu et al. (2018) use LTI-specific training methods where the poles and regularizing parameters get updated by a standard $L_2$ loss, most methods add visual realism terms to the loss function to increase the quality of the predicted image. For example, Zhang et al. (2019) determines whether there are holes in the generated frame due to occlusions and adds this measure to the loss function while Cho et al. (2021), Byeon et al. (2018) use differences in spatial gradients across the output image to force the loss function to preserve edges and reduce blurriness. Cho et al. (2021) also uses $L_1$ instead of $L_2$ norm to further reduce blurriness in generated frames. While most GANs use a simple adversarial loss (e.g., Kwon & Park, 2019; Liang et al., 2017; Ying et al., 2019), Cai et al. (2018) and Bhattacharjee and Das (2019) also add terms that enforce details and reduce blurriness by adding a feature-matching loss which compares the activations in a pre-trained visual perception network that is applied to the ground truth image and the generated image respectively and tries to reduce that difference. Finally, Ho et al. (2019) uses a reinforcement learning framework to iteratively generate future frames from the sparse motion field (composed of a few critical pixels and their estimated motion vectors) for increased efficiency, and Oliu et al. (2018) alternately updates encoder and decoder weights to prevent the network from learning an identity model.

Discussion. A summary of the described methods and their performances can be seen in Table 2. It can be observed based on the trends present within this selection that the more straightforward methods with simpler input encoding and training schemes seem to perform better. For example, compared to complicated architectures like the PMD, bGRU and forwards/backwards generators (Kwon & Park, 2019), all of which make fundamental changes to the internal structure of the basic LSTM or GAN, methods which use a simple GAN (Bhattacharjee & Das, 2019), stack multiple simple GANs (Cai et al., 2018), or use one standard discriminator (Ying et al., 2019) instead of multiple with different purposes.
Table 3: **Action Prediction**: Summary of Action Anticipation methodology and performance on the PIE (Rasouli et al., 2019) dataset using classification Accuracy and F1 score (function that summarizes precision and recall) metrics. Dashes in metrics indicate that this metric was not included in the paper. Abbreviations are: ARN, attentive relation network; CBAM, convolutional block attention module; bbox, bounding box; GCN, graph convolutional network; FCN, fully connected network; RubiksNet, spatiotemporal shift based alternative to 3D CNN (Fan et al., 2020). Bolded numbers indicate best performance and underlined numbers indicate second-best performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Agent Encoding Method</th>
<th>Scene Encoding Method</th>
<th>Modeling Method</th>
<th>Training Method</th>
<th>PIE Accuracy</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lorenzo et al. (2021b)</td>
<td>bbox Transformer</td>
<td>body crops+ Transformer</td>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>re-weighting</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorenzo et al. (2021a)</td>
<td>bbox+skeleton Transformer</td>
<td>body crops+ RubiksNet</td>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>re-weighting</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesnouin et al. (2021)</td>
<td>bbox+skeleton GRU+CBAM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>attention</td>
<td>re-weighting</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao et al. (2021)</td>
<td>bbox FCN</td>
<td>CNN+ARN</td>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>multitask loss + re-weighting</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td><strong>0.90</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (2021)</td>
<td>bbox+skeleton CNN+GCN</td>
<td>LSTHM</td>
<td>cross-entropy loss</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasouli et al. (2021)</td>
<td>bbox + occupancy grid LSTM</td>
<td>semantic segmentation</td>
<td>LSTHM</td>
<td>multitask loss + re-weighting</td>
<td><strong>0.91</strong></td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Liang et al., 2017) seem to yield better performance on next frame image generation, possibly because they may be easier to train. One exception, however, is the addition of feature-matching loss (Bhattacharjee & Das, 2019; Cai et al., 2018) which does seem to improve performance, probably due to its effect on the clarity of the output image.

Moreover, use of autoencoders and GANs seem to outperform recurrent networks across the board. Although recurrent networks seem like they could be useful to capture the history of an agent, their performance is lower, possibly due to two reasons: next frame prediction may not be far enough in the future to require involved time series modeling, and metrics may optimize for the realistic-looking image generation aspect (which GANs explicitly aim for) more strongly than the dynamic agent forecasting aspect (which relies more on the history encoded by recurrent networks). Finally, one interesting observation is that Ying et al. (2019), the highest performing method of those selected, and Kwon and Park (2019), the lowest performing method of those selected, seem to have very similar methodology (the main difference is that Kwon & Park, 2019 use forwards and backwards predictions to boost performance while Ying et al., 2019 generate image and optical flow predictions). Furthermore, Ying et al. (2019) and Liang et al. (2017), another method performing on the poorer end of the spectrum, are also very similar in that they both use GANs to generate both image and optical flow predictions. Therefore, the biggest strength of this method (Ying et al., 2019) may possibly lie in its one unique aspect among this selection: the use of both GANs and autoencoders, the two best performing modeling methods.
2.2 Action Prediction

Action prediction is a classification task where the history, typically given as a video of the scene, is processed to predict a future or ongoing action. Since it’s a classification task, many techniques from image classification and video recognition have been adapted to action prediction. The two main sub-tasks that fall under this category are action anticipation (predicting the future action without seeing any of the action in the history), and early action prediction (prediction based on partial observation of the action) (Rasouli, 2020). In action prediction, the classification scores of the other action classes can indicate multimodality based on how close they are to that of the predicted future action (Richter et al., 2022). However, the limited nature of classification means that unforeseen actions cannot easily be identified, which poses a problem in open-ended environments where unexpected actions are of interest (Rosenfeld & Ullman, 2018).

2.2.1 Action Anticipation

In this section, we discuss the most recent prominent methods in action anticipation by comparing methods which perform road-crossing anticipation (the task of determining whether or not a pedestrian intends to cross the road in the next few seconds). As detailed here and summarized in Table 3, we compare their input encoding, modeling, and training methods, as well as their performance.

Datasets. Although there are many studies of action anticipation, most of these use datasets in environments like kitchens and warehouse assembly, which is out of the scope of this work, as they are not open-ended environments. The primary datasets currently used for action anticipation in open-ended environments are BDD100K (Yu et al., 2020), JAAD (Kotseruba et al., 2020), and PIE (Rasouli et al., 2019), and to our knowledge, there are fewer works evaluated on these datasets than those in other subtasks because most of the methods within this field focus on more controlled environments. The methods discussed in this section are primarily evaluated on the most popular of these datasets, the PIE dataset (Rasouli et al., 2019), which includes driving scenes recorded from a moving vehicle (i.e. image frames and vehicle kinematic information), per-frame bounding boxes of the agent whose future is to be predicted, and human annotated labels for crossing intention prediction (in which human labelers guess whether or not the pedestrian intends to cross the road). The primary metrics used within action anticipation are Accuracy (number of correct predictions divided by total number of predictions), mAP (mean average precision), F1 score (function that summarizes precision and recall), and AUC (area under precision-recall curve). The methods in Table 3 measure performance primarily by Accuracy and F1 score.

Agent and Scene Encoding Methods use the three inputs provided (images, ego vehicle kinematics, and bounding box coordinates of each agent for every timestep) as the input modalities representing the agent and/or the scene, and then encode them.

The most popular agent history encoding method is to take the bounding box coordinates of the pedestrian whose crossing intention is to be predicted, as well as the image of the frame it belongs to, perform human pose detection on the crop to extract the skeleton of the pedestrian, and use both the sequence of skeletons and sequence of bounding box coordinates as inputs to the agent encoder (Lorenzo et al., 2021a; Gesnouin et al., 2021;
Chen et al., 2021). Since a pedestrian’s pose is a key indicator of intention to cross (e.g., looking towards oncoming cars, leaning forward, etc.) using pose skeletons as part of the input makes a big difference in being able to detect crossing intention (Gesnouin et al., 2021). A few methods (e.g., Lorenzo et al., 2021a, 2021b; Gesnouin et al., 2021; Rasouli et al., 2021) also input ego vehicle kinematics directly into the agent encoder network, and Lorenzo et al. (2021a) find that this input modality significantly improves performance, potentially due to the fact that pedestrians react differently to vehicles moving at different speeds. While Lorenzo et al. (2021a, 2021b) use a Transformer architecture to encode the bounding box, skeleton, and ego motion in order to learn the relationships between all samples in the input sequence (Lorenzo et al., 2021a), Chen et al. (2021) simply concatenate the bounding box and skeleton to input into the decoding stage of the prediction and Gesnouin et al. (2021) use atrous convolutional spatiotemporal attention modules (CBAMs) to encode the sequence of skeletons and separate GRUs (to encode skeleton information, bounding boxes, and ego motion), which feed into a Temporal attention network. Each skeleton sequence gets processed by 3 CBAM branches with different dilation factors to allow the network to directly work at different time resolutions, while the GRUs allow the model to exploit long-term temporal patterns on the location-invariant inputs. Instead of using skeletons, Yao et al. (2021) simply applies a fully connected layer to the bounding boxes and Rasouli et al. (2021) encodes 3 input modalities (sequence of bounding boxes, ego vehicle kinematics, and an occupancy grid that indicates where on the map the pedestrian has traveled) using 3 separate LSTMs to generate an independent representation for each modality.

Although Gesnouin et al. (2021) eschews using scene information for being too “sensitive to noise, background, and illumination conditions,” other methods incorporate information about the scene either through body crops (cropping the image frame around the pedestrian whose future is being predicted, to the size of his/her bounding box), graph/relational networks (which aim to encapsulate the relationship between all objects and agents in a frame), and semantic segmentation of the entire frame. These methods then have a sequence of body crops, graphs, or segmented frames for each timestep. To encode the body crops, Lorenzo et al. (2021b) uses a spatiotemporal-attention based Transformer network while Lorenzo et al. (2021a) employs RubiksNet (Fan et al., 2020), a method that learns temporal, vertical, and horizontal shift parameters as an alternative to 3D convolutional networks. Both of these methods attempt to record spatiotemporal information within the sequence of body crops in different ways. Meanwhile, Yao et al. (2021), Chen et al. (2021), and Rasouli et al. (2021) attempt to encode the different objects and agents in the scenes and their relations to each other using ARNs (attentive relation networks), GCNs (graph convolutional networks), and semantic segmentation, respectively. While the ARN uses a simple soft attention module on top of a FCN to identify traffic neighbors, traffic lights, traffic signs, crosswalks, and bus/train stops (as well as an additional input of ego vehicle kinematics), the GCN extracts visual features of every object and agent in each frame using a pre-trained classification algorithm and connects them into a compact graph using graph convolutions and a graph autoencoder. Since pedestrians’ behaviors are often influenced by what is around them, these methods add useful relational scene information into the model (Rasouli et al., 2021).
**Modeling and Training Methods.** While most methods use a simple MLP (e.g., Lorenzo et al., 2021b, 2021a; Yao et al., 2021) or a simple attention module to combine the input modalities (e.g., Gesnouin et al., 2021), some use LSTM layers for the encoder and decoder (e.g., Chen et al., 2021; Rasouli et al., 2021). While the attention module has the advantage of learning the dependencies among the different modalities (e.g., Gesnouin et al., 2021), the LSTM layers are able to explicitly temporal dependencies within the scene history sequences and agent history sequences both individually and when combined (Chen et al., 2021).

For training, most methods seem to use re-weighting as a class balancing method in order to counteract biases in the model due to imbalanced datasets (see Section 5 for more details) (e.g., Lorenzo et al., 2021b, 2021a; Gesnouin et al., 2021; Yao et al., 2021; Rasouli et al., 2021). Additionally, some use a multitask loss, either for joint action detection and action prediction (e.g., Yao et al., 2021) or joint action prediction and trajectory prediction (e.g., Rasouli et al., 2021). This multitask learning framework induces the model to learn more representative features by adding semantically related learning objectives (Rasouli et al., 2021).

**Discussion.** Within the agent encoding methods shown in Table 3, we see that most of the methods detect and use pedestrian skeletons as an input modality. However, this does not necessarily lead to higher performance, as the two highest performing methods on each metric, Yao et al. (2021) and Rasouli et al. (2021) do not use pedestrian pose information. Furthermore, the multiple in-depth ablation studies done in Lorenzo et al. (2021b) lend support to the hypothesis that adding a pose modality actually decreases the performance, but more work needs to be done to understand why. Moreover, due to the fact that the lowest performing method is the only method which doesn’t use re-weighting (in addition to the information about re-weighting methods presented in Section 5 and supported by Zhang et al., 2021b), it can be concluded that the PIE dataset is relatively imbalanced and that re-weighting methods are necessary when working with this dataset. Finally, the models that use attention for agent encoding or modeling (e.g. Lorenzo et al., 2021a; Gesnouin et al., 2021; Yao et al., 2021), but not for scene encoding like Lorenzo et al. (2021b), seem to be performing on the higher end of the spectrum, indicating that attention may be a promising direction to follow, but more work needs to be done to analyze the role of attention and where it should be applied.

2.2.2 Early Action Prediction

In this section we present a selection of high performing early action prediction methods, chosen to maximize the variety of the techniques represented. These methods attempt to predict a variety of actions across different environments and contexts using the UCF-101 (Soomro et al., 2012) dataset.

**Datasets.** The most commonly used early action prediction dataset is UCF-101 (Soomro et al., 2012), but other interaction-oriented datasets like UT-Interaction (Perez et al., 2021) and BIT (Kong et al., 2012) are also commonly used. Table 4 summarizes a selection of early action prediction methods and performances evaluated on UCF-101. The most commonly used metric is Accuracy (number of correct predictions divided by total number of
Table 4: Action Prediction: Summary of Early Action Prediction methodology and performance on the UCF-101 (Soomro et al., 2012) dataset using percentage Accuracy metrics, in observation ratios of 20% and 50%. Dashes in performance indicate that this metric was not included in the paper. Abbreviations are: 3D CNN, 3-dimensional convolutional neural network; LST-GCN, long short term graph convolutional network; K-NN, k-nearest neighbors; T-CNN, temporal CNN; GGNN, gated graph neural network; MDP, markov decision process; TSM, temporal shift model (Lin et al., 2019); GNN, graph neural network; bi-LSTM/GRU, bidirectional LSTM/GRU; Resnet50/BN-Inception/InceptionV3, CNN architectures from He et al. (2015), Ioffe and Szegedy (2015) and Szegedy et al. (2015) respectively. Bolded numbers indicate best performance and underlined numbers indicate second-best performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Input Encoding Method</th>
<th>Modeling Method</th>
<th>Training Method</th>
<th>UCF-101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20% 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cho and Foroosh (2018)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Codebook T-CNN</td>
<td>$L_2$ cross entropy</td>
<td>86.7 90.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tao et al. (2021)</td>
<td>BN-Inception</td>
<td>Codebook GAN</td>
<td>adversarial</td>
<td><strong>94.6</strong> 96.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devarakonda and Mukherjee (2021)</td>
<td>3D CNN</td>
<td>MDP</td>
<td>reinforcement learning</td>
<td>85.1 90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Resnet50+GGNN +attention</td>
<td>LST-GCN</td>
<td>graph alignment loss</td>
<td>88.5 90.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shi et al. (2018)</td>
<td>InceptionV3</td>
<td>LSTM-GAN</td>
<td>adversarial</td>
<td>- 98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (2022)</td>
<td>skeleton-LSTM</td>
<td>GAN</td>
<td>adversarial</td>
<td>- 94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gammulle et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Resnet50+LSTM +attention</td>
<td>GAN</td>
<td>adversarial</td>
<td>84.2 <strong>98.9</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2019)</td>
<td>3D CNN</td>
<td>LSTM/Bi-LSTM</td>
<td>teacher-student</td>
<td>87.13 90.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. (2021)</td>
<td>BN-Inception</td>
<td>LSTM/Bi-LSTM</td>
<td>teacher-student</td>
<td>- 93.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tran et al. (2021)</td>
<td>TSM</td>
<td>GRU/Bi-GRU</td>
<td>teacher-student</td>
<td>90.5 -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

predictions) where some portion (e.g. 10%, 20%, 50%) of the action, timewise, is shown to the model so that the action category can be predicted.

Input Encoding Methods. Although most methods encode the spatiotemporal information present in videos through various types of two-stream CNNs, where a spatial stream processes the video frames one image at a time and the temporal stream processes the optical flow between the frames one optical flow at a time (e.g., Cho & Foroosh, 2018; Tao et al., 2021; Gammulle et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021), some methods treat the video as a 3D structure with two spatial dimensions and one temporal dimension on which to perform 3D convolutions (or 3D convolution alternatives such as temporal shift modeling) such as those of Devarakonda and Mukherjee (2021), Wang et al. (2019), Tran et al. (2021). Still others, like Chen et al. (2022), use an LSTM on the detected skeletons of agents, while Wu et al. (2021) create spatiotemporal scene graphs between objects and frames in the scene using gated graph neural networks.

Shi et al. (2018), however, only use per-frame spatial information when performing input encoding (via the Inception V3 framework from Szegedy et al., 2015), and only take temporal information into account during the prediction. This is because the prediction is done by iteratively generating the feature vectors of the next frame using a recurrent network, and classifying the action once 100% of the frames have been generated. The
Inception V3 architecture was chosen for its performance after comparing different CNNs for feature extraction in an ablation study.

Of the two-stream CNNs, some methods combine the outputs of the spatial and temporal CNNs at the frame level (e.g., Cho & Foroosh, 2018; Wu et al., 2021 combine the per-frame image and optical flow feature vectors using an FCN and process each frame separately within the model) while others (e.g., Tao et al., 2021; Gammulle et al., 2019) use separate spatial and temporal processing streams. Tao et al. (2021) use the pre-trained BN-Inception CNN from Wang et al. (2016) to process each frame (and optical flow), combine them across time into two separate processing streams (an image and an optical flow stream) using two FCNs, and eventually make two separate predictions that are only fused at the end, while Gammulle et al. (2019) puts each stream through a pre-trained Resnet50 CNN, an LSTM network, and then a weighted attention layer before concatenating the streams into a context descriptor. These methods use pre-trained models due to their robustness to background and illumination changes and tendency to capture the overall meaning of the input frame (Gammulle et al., 2019), and use two separate processing streams because they naturally provide complimentary information: the image stream captures the objects observed while the optical flow stream captures their movement (Tao et al., 2021). Meanwhile, Cho and Foroosh (2018) processes each frame separately and treats the sequence of frames as words in a sentence in order to leverage temporal prediction concepts from natural language processing. Liu et al. (2021) also use BN-Inception on optical flow frames, but hypothesize that high sampling rates introduce more irrelevant information, which causes misclassification. So instead of processing every frame, they sample only a few frames from the original video and perform an ablation study measuring the influence of different sampling rates on performance, finding 15-20 samples to yield the best results.

Chen et al. (2022) and Wu et al. (2021), however, try to reduce the dimensionality of the input video in different, more semantically meaningful ways. Chen et al. (2022) reduces each frame to the set of extracted skeletons representing the poses of each agent in each frame of the video. These skeletons are then input into an LSTM network to gather temporal context, and treated as probabilistic distributions to model the uncertainty inherent in using partial sequences (Chen et al., 2022). Wu et al. (2021), on the other hand, creates a relational graph between all objects and agents in each frame of the video and connects them across time. To do this, they first use a pre-trained Faster R-CNN model to extract the bounding boxes of all objects and agents in the image, and then run a pre-trained Resnet50 model on various image crops and their optical flows to create a spatial graph where the nodes contain the feature vectors of cropped out objects/agents while the edges contain the feature vectors of the bounding box union between two objects/agents. Then, a gated graph neural network (GGNN) is applied to the spatial graph along with a soft attention mechanism to aggregate the different features. Finally, temporal information is encoded by forming a scene graph where each node is the spatial graph of one frame, and directed edges encode relations between different frames. While the Resnet50 model is chosen via an ablation study of various CNNs, the entire framework is intended to mimic the human tendency to anticipate the propagation of visual relationships in unobserved parts of partial videos (Wu et al., 2021).

Finally, in order to extract spatiotemporal features without having to rely on the limited training data in UCF-101 (Wang et al., 2019), many methods use 3D convolutional (or
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convolution-style) methods pretrained on the Kinetics action classification dataset (Kay et al., 2017). Devarakonda and Mukherjee (2021) and Wang et al. (2019) use a pre-trained 3D ResNext (Hara et al., 2018) model while Tran et al. (2021) use a TSM (temporal shift module) network (Lin et al., 2019) which uses 3D shift operations as a more efficient alternative to convolutions.

Modeling and Training Methods. Based on the intuition that a longer action sequence is less ambiguous than a shorter action sequence (Tran et al., 2021), many methods (e.g. Wang et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021; Tran et al., 2021) use knowledge distillation techniques like teacher-student methods, where a teacher model is trained to recognize actions from full videos and a student model is trained to predict early actions from partial videos. (Wang et al., 2019). In order to leverage action recognition methods (which predict action class using the full video), these methods use a bidirectional LSTM or GRU, which is widely used in action recognition, for the teacher model and a single directional LSTM or GRU for the student model. One advantage of this setup is that bidirectional recurrent networks can provide a latent feature representation of the videos at any progress level (Wang et al., 2019), which allows us to force the latent feature representations within the student model to be consistent with those of the teacher model at each progress level. In addition to the loss between the latent feature representations, these methods also force the student network to output the same probability vector produced by the teacher network, instead of the binary label vector which trains the teacher network (Tran et al., 2021).

Due to studies showing that humans build a mental image of the future before initiating motor controls, some methods capture information about the expected future by generating future scene representations (e.g. future skeletons, RGB images, optical flows, or simply future feature vectors), and using a discriminator in a GAN structure to make these expected future representations more accurate (e.g. Chen et al., 2022; Gammulle et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2018; Tao et al., 2021). Chen et al. (2022) use the skeleton sequence embeddings of each agent in the partial video to 1) preliminarily predict an action class for each agent, 2) generate the future skeleton representations of each agent based on its predicted class, and 3) apply a predictor that’s pre-trained on full-length sequences to the entire sequence of skeletons (input + generated) of all agents. The loss function includes the per-agent preliminary prediction error, final prediction error, and an adversarial loss from the discriminator which decides whether the generated skeleton sequence is real. Meanwhile, Shi et al. (2018) use multiple LSTMs on the feature vector of each frame to predict the feature vector of the next frame while the discriminator judges whether those feature vectors are real or synthetic. During inference, the full video is iteratively generated by taking the last frame of the partial video as the first input and using the predicted frames as inputs to generate subsequent frames until 100% of the video is generated. Then, this partially generated video is classified using an action recognition CNN. This network is further regularized by allowing the multiple LSTMs which act on different areas of the image to share weights. Meanwhile, Gammulle et al. (2019) use a classification CNN directly on the context feature described in the input encoding section above, but they train this context feature by using it in two GANs: one which generates future RGB frames and one which generates future optical flows. Each GAN also has its own discriminator which attempts to differentiate between the generated future frames (or optical flows) and the ground truth, and in addition to the adversarial and classification loss terms, a temporal regularisation mechanism is ap-
plied which compares the predicted embeddings with the ground truth future embeddings. Tao et al. (2021) also employs two GANS (one spatial and one temporal) but to generate full videos, they use a codebook style key-value memory network architecture where similar partial videos are captured within each key memory slot and their corresponding full videos are captured by the value memory slots through training. The advantage of using this key-value structure lies in separating the learning process for different purposes: the key memory matrix can focus on memorizing different types of partial videos and the value memory matrix is trained to distill useful information from full videos for generation (Tao et al., 2021). For each stream (temporal and spatial) of their network, the partial video encoding vector updates key memory slots which have similar encoding vectors, followed by soft attention over all slots, while the value memory slots are updated via a gate mechanism with attention in order to dynamically update or forget full videos attended to by different queries. Finally, the discriminators add adversarial loss by differentiating between the generated and real videos or optical flows.

Cho and Foroosh (2018) also use codebook style learning, but without a GAN: they map the input encoding of each frame to a codeword, arrange the codewords side-by-side in time order, and then apply a CNN to the array of codewords. This method is inspired by techniques developed to perform sentence classification in natural language processing (NLP), and the typical $L_2$ cross entropy loss is used for training. On the other hand, Devarakonda and Mukherjee (2021) use reinforcement learning to train a Markov Decision Process (MDP) where the video is split into 10 equal segments, each of which is considered a state, and an action is predicted iteratively for each state, with a reward given when the correct class is predicted. This framework was chosen because of its success in modeling tasks like playing Atari (Mnih et al., 2013), since such tasks have parallels to action prediction in deciding future movements. Finally, Wu et al. (2021) apply a short long term graph convolutional network (LST-GCN) to the relational graph of the partial video, which enables the relational graph to update each node and edge based on its spatio-temporal neighbors (using spectral convolutional networks) across various timescales, with attention applied between similar nodes. To predict the future, a structured graph autoencoder is applied to this graph at different timescales to learn spatio-temporal relations of the full video while preserving the temporal relations and spatial features learned from the partial video, and this is concatenated with the graph output from the LST-GCN to perform classification via a soft attention mechanism that aggregates the graphs’ features. When training, the LST-GCN is also applied to the full ground-truth video and unobserved part (separately) and two graph alignment losses are used to measure the difference between the generated future graph and ground-truth graph of 1) the full video and 2) the unobserved part of the video.

Discussion. As can be seen by the performances of each of these methods in Table 4, the most apparent trend is the better performance of methods which utilize adversarial learning. Almost half of the methods presented use GANs, and out of these, three-fourths are the highest or second highest performing methods by at least one of the two presented metrics. Furthermore, through the ablation study done in Gammulle et al. (2019), it can be seen that simply adding a generator (which models future visual representation) to a classification model without adversarial learning, can improve performance. This shows
that the human tendency of ‘building a mental image of the future first’ may be effective for neural networks as well.

Another interesting observation is that both of the highest performing methods at the 20% and 50% ratios, Tao et al. (2021) and Gammulle et al. (2019) respectively, use separate spatial and temporal processing streams to encode the input. This could be because this structure resembles the way that human brains process visual input in (initially) relatively separate temporal and spatial pathways (Gundavarapu et al., 2019). Meanwhile, most input encoding methods which treat each frame separately (e.g. Cho & Foroosh, 2018; Wu et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021), put the frames through a pre-trained 3D CNN (e.g. Devarakonda & Mukherjee, 2021; Wang et al., 2019), or reduce the dimensionality of the input before encoding (e.g. Wu et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2021) seem to have relatively lower performance. However, there are notable exceptions like Shi et al. (2018), which processes frame-by-frame spatial-only feature vectors into an LSTM and Tran et al. (2021), which uses a pre-trained TSM, which still have very high performance. Therefore, more work must be done to compare different input encoding methods through an ablation study. For Wang et al. (2019) and Liu et al. (2021) however, every aspect of the methods are identical except for the input encoding, which allows us to conclude that reducing the dimensionality of the input through a lower sampling rate seems to perform better than using a pre-trained 3D CNN.

One notable aspect of the two metrics presented is that some methods perform very well on one metric but poorly on the other (e.g. Wu et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2019; Gammulle et al., 2019), likely because they focus too much on one specific timescale and not enough on larger or smaller ones (Wu et al., 2021). The exception, however, is Tao et al. (2021) which performs exceptionally well on both metrics.

2.3 Motion Prediction

Motion prediction is a regression task, where a series of coordinates that correspond to an agent’s future pose or location are predicted using their past pose or location, sometimes
Table 5: Motion Prediction. Summary of Human Motion Prediction methodology and performance on the Human 3.6M (Ionescu et al., 2014) dataset’s ‘Walking’ class examples, measured in MAnE (mean angle error) of predictions that forecast 320, 560, and 1000 milliseconds into the future. Dashes in the performance indicate that this metric was not included in the paper. Abbreviations are: DCT, discrete cosine transform; GCN, graph convolutional network; TCN, temporal convolutional network; MDP, markov decision process; GAIL, generative adversarial imitation learning; IRL, inverse reinforcement learning; NN, recurrent neural network; bi-GRU, bidirectional GRU; class, action class label; velocity, velocity of joint angles. Bolded numbers indicate best performance and underlined numbers indicate second-best performance.

in combination with other features like ego video (e.g., Adeli et al., 2021), maps (e.g., Salzmann et al., 2021), head orientation (e.g., Haddad & Lam, 2021), body positioning (e.g., Wang et al., 2021), GPS location, (e.g., Sadeghian et al., 2018b), and/or extracted visual features from cropped images (e.g., Haddad & Lam, 2021) of the agents in the scene. Multimodality in motion prediction is a large area of interest in both trajectory (e.g., Dong et al., 2021; Kosaraju et al., 2019; Gu et al., 2022) and pose (e.g., Fragkiadaki et al., 2017; Gu et al., 2021; Yan et al., 2018) prediction. Although multimodality is still a new research area in pose prediction, it has been widely studied in trajectory prediction using both probabilistic methods like (conditional) variational auto encoders (VAEs or CVAEs) (e.g., Zhou et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2022) and deep neural net training techniques (e.g., Makansi et al., 2019), and is a topic of interest in many trajectory prediction surveys like Gulzar et al. (2021), Rudenko et al. (2020) and Korbmacher and Tordeux (2021).

2.3.1 Human Pose Prediction

In this section, we discuss the prominent human motion prediction methods shown in Table 5 and outline their input encoding, modeling, and training methods. Then, we compare their performance on a popular dataset and metric (also shown in Table 5) and discuss the links which can be made between the input encoding, modeling, and training methodologies, and their performance.

Datasets. In human pose prediction datasets, history and future poses are typically represented either as a set of joints (e.g., Ionescu et al., 2014), a mesh (e.g., von Marcard et al., 2018), or a skeleton (e.g., Yuan & Kitani, 2019) as shown in Figure 5.
section, we focus on a few prominent human motion prediction methods evaluated on the Human3.6M (Ionescu et al., 2014) dataset, the most popular human motion prediction dataset, which includes both joint and mesh labels, and action class labels for each video segment. In Table 5, we compare the best performing models on the ‘walking’ class examples of the dataset at timesteps 0.32, 0.56, and 1 second into the future using the MAnE (mean angle error) metric, as this is the most popular way in which current human motion prediction methods are evaluated.

**Input Encoding Methods.** One of the most common input encoding methods is using a discrete cosine transform, or DCT (e.g., Cao et al., 2022; Mao et al., 2019, 2020; Li et al., 2021a), which uses a linear combination of sinusoidal functions of different frequencies to represent joint positions, in order to explicitly inject temporal information into the encoding (Li et al., 2021a). First proposed by Mao et al. (2019), this technique offers two main advantages: it yields a continuous vector which contains more information than a one-hot embedding of the position, and the resulting positional embedding is highly correlated, making the embeddings of poses at successive timesteps are more similar (Li et al., 2021a). Furthermore, the higher end DCT values can be ignored in order to remove high motion frequencies and provide a compact representation that captures smoothed human motion (Mao et al., 2019). In methods that use DCT, future prediction is also typically done in DCT space and then converted back to angular space or 3D joint positions (Mao et al., 2019). Some methods also add other input encoding methods on top of the DCT, like attention (e.g., Cao et al., 2022; Mao et al., 2020) or use the DCT positional embedding midway through the network, after using a GCN to encode the spatial dependencies between joints in a frame and a TCN (1D CNN across stacked graphs) to encode temporal dependencies (i.e. Li et al., 2021a). Mao et al. (2020) observe that human motion tends to repeat itself somewhat periodically (e.g. walking, talking, picking up and putting down, etc.) so they propose a motion attention mechanism which operates like a sliding window across the most recent frames to model the similarity between the current motion context and
historical motion sub-sequences. Similar to searching a text for a key phrase, Mao et al. (2020) compare the last visible sub-sequence with a history of motion sub-sequences using attention on aggregated long-term temporal information from the history, before predicting future poses with a GCN. Similarly, Cao et al. (2022) improve this temporal attention module by implementing local attention (in addition to a CNN) separately to the ‘last visible’ (search key) sub-sequence and ‘history of motion’ (analogous to the full text) sub-sequence, and then put their outputs into a global attention module which measures the similarity between the two sub-sequences. The networks in both Cao et al. (2022), Mao et al. (2020) predict only a short time into the future, but this prediction can be concatenated with the input and run through the network again to iteratively produce further future timesteps.

Other methods which also perform open-loop prediction (i.e. iteratively producing further future timesteps by making small predictions, concatenating them with the input, and predicting again) include Jain et al. (2016), Wang et al. (2019), Gui et al. (2018). The advantage of breaking the long prediction sequence into smaller windows to predict a much shorter timestep into the future is that the difficulty of prediction is greatly reduced (Wang et al., 2019). Wang et al. (2019), for example, predict a small window of future poses at a time by training a reinforcement learning policy where the input state (defined as long sequences of previous pose observations and predictions) is encoded via a recurrent GRU network in order to predict output actions (short sequences of future pose vectors). Meanwhile, Jain et al. (2016) turn skeleton sequences into a spatiotemporal graph consisting of: three nodes for joints of each type of body part (spine, arm, and leg), four edges modeling the spatio-temporal interactions between them, and three more edges to learn the temporal patterns of each node. This maintains the spatial and temporal structure of the skeleton sequence while allowing joints with similar semantic functions to share weights (Jain et al., 2016). On the other hand, Gui et al. (2018) use a recurrent GRU network to iteratively encode the 3D positions and velocities of skeleton joints, as well as the class of the action being performed, in order to predict the future skeleton joints one frame at a time by taking previous outputs as part of the subsequent input. Incorporating velocities helps capture local motion information, while knowing the action class allows the model to roughly sketch out the course trajectory (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019).

Similarly, Gopalakrishnan et al. (2019) incorporate velocity and action class through a bidirectional recurrent network where they encode the action label in the backwards direction, and input the velocities of each joint of the pose sequence into the forwards direction. Using the action class in the backwards direction to generate guide vectors for the forwards RNN forces the backwards part of the model to depend more heavily on information from the future. Another advantage of this structure is that it offers better regulation than using mechanisms like drop-out (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019). However, unlike the methods described above, Gopalakrishnan et al. (2019) show that open-loop methods fail to make good predictions over long time horizons due to drift and accumulation of error. Therefore, their method performs both open loop prediction (iteratively predicting small timesteps) and closed loop prediction (directly predicting a large timestep into the future), and dynamically combines the losses from these two methods as described in the Training Methods section.
Modeling Methods. While some methods use GCNs (e.g., Mao et al., 2019, 2020; Li et al., 2021a; Cao et al., 2022), others rely on recurrent architectures (e.g., Jain et al., 2016; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019; Gui et al., 2018), while Wang et al. (2019) employs inverse reinforcement learning. GCNs offer a natural way to learn the dependencies between the different joint trajectories since they take the connected joint positions, connect them vertically across time to future corresponding joint positions, and learn the graph connectivity during training via convolutional networks (Mao et al., 2019). While Mao et al. (2019) forms the initial graph by replicating the last pose of the history as a stand-in for future poses, and runs the GCN on the spatiotemporal graph containing the combined history and future stand-ins, Mao et al. (2020) and Cao et al. (2022) predict only a short timestep into the future and use previously predicted poses to iteratively replace the ‘stand-in’ poses. Li et al. (2021a), however, use a TCN (defined in the Input Encoding section) on top of the output of the GCN, within the decoder, to capture long-term temporal dependencies. Furthermore, final TCN layer produces a series of future skeleton embeddings all at once, thereby eliminating the error accumulation problem (i.e. open-loop prediction issue mentioned in Input Encoding section) in a different way.

Of the recurrent architectures, Gopalakrishnan et al. (2019) uses a bidirectional GRU that runs both forwards and backwards in time in order to decompose the problem into a two-level process, as has been done in neural dialogue modeling (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019). The backwards GRU encodes the action type into its synaptic weights to create a coarse trajectory for the forwards GRU, which refines that prediction based on either the input data or its own closed-loop predictions. Meanwhile, Jain et al. (2016) use an LSTM network on each node/edge of the graph to aggregate temporal information regarding each body part type. Gui et al. (2018), on the other hand, use a recurrent encoder-decoder GRU network to iteratively generate future poses, but they create a discriminator network to differentiate between the generated pose sequence and the ground truth pose sequence, and use this adversarial loss to train the network. One advantage of this method is that due to the discriminator, the distribution of generated pose sequences closely resembles that of the ground truth sequences, which reduces the error accumulation problem inherent in open-loop prediction methods while still allowing the recurrent generator to perform the relatively easier task of iterative open-loop prediction.

These advantages also apply to the method in Wang et al. (2019), which also uses a discriminator in its adversarial framework. This framework, however, (which is an adversarial generative imitation learning framework), uses a markov decision process (MDP) to learn the optimal policy that takes the state (the pose history sequence) as input and iteratively outputs an action (the future pose), while a discriminator attempts to differentiate between the generated pose sequence and the ground truth. The main advantage of using an MDP is that it generalizes well over unseen domains and maintains strong sequential correlation across different actions, which enforces the learning of long-term dependencies (Wang et al., 2019).

Training Methods. While most methods simply take the difference between the ground truth and predicted joint locations (in angular coordinates) to be the loss, (e.g., Mao et al., 2019, 2020; Cao et al., 2022; Jain et al., 2016), Jain et al. (2016) also adds noise to the input frames during training to keep the ”forecasted motion close to the man-
Gopalakrishnan et al. (2019) use a similar squared difference loss but in order to train the model to perform closed-loop prediction on short-term as well as long-term timescales, they run the model twice in each iteration (once in open-loop mode and once in closed-loop mode) and dynamically weight the losses from the open-loop and closed-loop predictions such that more importance is placed on the open-loop loss at the beginning of the training, and on the closed-loop loss at the end. This dynamic loss is shown to perform better on long-term human motion prediction than other long-term-focused losses such as noise scheduling, auto-conditioning, and sampling loss (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019). Li et al. (2021a) also uses the angular error, but in quaternion coordinates, and additionally try to predict the action class label in order to include the classification loss into the loss function. One MLP action recognition classifier tries to predict the action class from the input encoding, while another branch applies the input embedding architecture to the predicted future pose sequence and uses a second action recognition classifier on that embedding (Li et al., 2021a). The ablation study done by Li et al. (2021a), which shows improved performance through the addition of the classification loss, confirms the intuition that high-level human action categories typically guide low-level joint motions.

Finally, both Wang et al. (2019) and Gui et al. (2018) use adversarial loss from the discriminator to train the generation of future pose sequences. Wang et al. (2019) also pre-trains its policy generator network with an initial minimum distance error loss between the ground truth and predicted pose sequences to "first recover an estimate of the reward signals underlying the MDP from the expert’s demonstration,” and then uses the GAIL framework to effectively "optimize the agent’s policy using the rewards signals that it recovered” (Wang et al., 2019).

Discussion As shown in Table 5, the highest performing methods seem to be the ones which include a DCT within the input encoding method, and a GCN within the modeling method. This may be due to the fact that the DCT effectively encodes low-frequency temporal information, and the fact that GCNs effectively propagate spatiotemporal dependencies into the future, but more work needs to be done to confirm whether one or both of these methods are leading to the high performance. Another notable distinction of the GCN methods (i.e. Mao et al., 2019, 2020; Cao et al., 2022) is that they all use $L_1$ joint angle error loss, which is correlated with the MAnE metric, but as discussed above, every method uses some form of joint angle error loss except for Gui et al. (2018). The reason other training methods in Table 5 don’t state this explicitly is due to lack of space, since the table prioritizes the most unique aspects of each model.

Another interesting observation is that even though Gui et al. (2018) and Gopalakrishnan et al. (2019) use action class as an input while Li et al. (2021a) use it in the loss (making action class knowledge unnecessary during inference), Li et al. (2021a) still obtain higher performance, which further demonstrates the robustness of this method. One caveat to note, however, is that the metrics shown in Table 5 are for various timeframes within the walking class, a relatively periodic action class, and that performance comparisons on less periodic action classes may differ.
Table 6: **Motion Prediction.** Summary of **Trajectory Prediction** methodology and performance on the ETH (Pellegrini et al., 2010) (ETH, HOTEL, UNIV) and UCY (ZARA1, ZARA2) (Lerner et al., 2007) datasets, in average distance error (ADE) and final distance error (FDE) of the best of 20 predicted samples, formatted ADE/FDE. Dashes in the performance indicate that this metric was not included in the paper. Dashes in Map Encoding indicate that the map is not used as an input, and in Interaction Modeling, that social interaction is not explicitly modeled. Abbreviations are: DFT, discrete fourier transform; MLP, multi-layer perceptron; CVAE, conditional variational auto-encoder; KL, Kullback-Leibler; GAT, graph attention network; Transformer, attention-based network from Vaswani et al. (2017). Bolded numbers indicate best performance and underlined numbers indicate second-best performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>History Encoding Method</th>
<th>Map Encoding Method</th>
<th>Modeling Method</th>
<th>Training Method</th>
<th>Social Interaction Modeling</th>
<th>ETH</th>
<th>HOTEL</th>
<th>UNIV</th>
<th>ZARA1</th>
<th>ZARA2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mangalam et al. (2020a)</td>
<td>trajectory heatmaps</td>
<td>segmentation map</td>
<td>U-net</td>
<td>preliminary pred loss</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.28/</td>
<td>0.10/</td>
<td>0.24/</td>
<td>0.17/</td>
<td>0.13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong et al. (2021)</td>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td>preliminary pred loss</td>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.22/</td>
<td>0.10/</td>
<td>0.26/</td>
<td>0.17/</td>
<td>0.15/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al. (2021)</td>
<td>MLP + CVAE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>recurrent CVAE</td>
<td>preliminary pred loss</td>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td>0.19/</td>
<td>0.06/</td>
<td>0.13/</td>
<td>0.06/</td>
<td>0.05/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2022)</td>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CVAE + GRU</td>
<td>preliminary pred loss</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.35/</td>
<td>0.12/</td>
<td>0.20/</td>
<td>0.12/</td>
<td>0.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzmann et al. (2021)</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>CVAE + GRU</td>
<td>KL loss</td>
<td>graph LSTM+ attention</td>
<td>0.39/</td>
<td>0.12/</td>
<td>0.20/</td>
<td>0.15/</td>
<td>0.11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al. (2019)</td>
<td>velocity LSTM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>variety loss</td>
<td>GAT+ LSTM+ attention</td>
<td>0.65/</td>
<td>0.35/</td>
<td>0.52/</td>
<td>0.34/</td>
<td>0.29/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosaraju et al. (2019)</td>
<td>MLP + LSTM</td>
<td>CNN+ attention</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>adversarial GAN</td>
<td>GAT + LSTM</td>
<td>0.69/</td>
<td>0.49/</td>
<td>0.55/</td>
<td>0.30/</td>
<td>0.36/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadeghian et al. (2018b)</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>CNN+ attention</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>adversarial GAN</td>
<td>proximity attention</td>
<td>0.70/</td>
<td>0.76/</td>
<td>0.54/</td>
<td>0.30/</td>
<td>0.38/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. (2019)</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>adversarial GAN</td>
<td>U-net</td>
<td>1.01/</td>
<td>0.43/</td>
<td>0.44/</td>
<td>0.26/</td>
<td>0.26/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alahi et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>collision</td>
<td>0.50/</td>
<td>0.11/</td>
<td>0.22/</td>
<td>0.25/</td>
<td>0.27/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasan et al. (2018)</td>
<td>trajectory</td>
<td>Energy minimization</td>
<td>Nelder</td>
<td>avoidance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.30/</td>
<td>0.26/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6: Motion Prediction.** Summary of Trajectory Prediction methodology and performance on the ETH (Pellegrini et al., 2010) (ETH, HOTEL, UNIV) and UCY (ZARA1, ZARA2) (Lerner et al., 2007) datasets, in average distance error (ADE) and final distance error (FDE) of the best of 20 predicted samples, formatted ADE/FDE. Dashes in the performance indicate that this metric was not included in the paper. Dashes in Map Encoding indicate that the map is not used as an input, and in Interaction Modeling, that social interaction is not explicitly modeled. Abbreviations are: DFT, discrete fourier transform; MLP, multi-layer perceptron; CVAE, conditional variational auto-encoder; KL, Kullback-Leibler; GAT, graph attention network; Transformer, attention-based network from Vaswani et al. (2017). Bolded numbers indicate best performance and underlined numbers indicate second-best performance.
2.3.2 Trajectory Prediction

Trajectory prediction is the task of predicting the future locations of dynamic agents, either as regressed image bounding boxes (e.g., Yao et al., 2019), top down coordinates in meters (e.g., Sadeghian et al., 2018b), or top-down coordinates on a rasterized map in pixel coordinates (e.g., Dwivedi et al., 2020). Meanwhile, agent history is typically represented as a set of past location coordinates (e.g., Sadeghian et al., 2018b) and/or ego-centric images (e.g., Chandra et al., 2020), but many other modalities can also be added to the input, like semantic or image based maps (e.g., Salzmann et al., 2021), and visual features (e.g., Haddad & Lam, 2021) taken from maps or ego-centric images. The top-down perspective Trajectory Prediction example in Figure 4 shows the map in grey with various map features such as buildings or vegetation plotted on the map, while the agents’ histories and futures are shown as red/yellow arrows in the left and right hand side images, respectively.

In this section, we will briefly review the prominent trajectory prediction papers listed in Table 6 and compare their performance on the the most commonly benchmarked trajectory prediction dataset using the most popularly used trajectory prediction metrics. The methods listed in Table 6 were selected to maximize the variety of techniques presented, show the highest performing models (which is Zhou et al., 2021), and recognize methods that pushed the state-of-the-art by a large margin (such as Sadeghian et al., 2018b; Salzmann et al., 2021). The methods surveyed typically use two types of inputs (history and map), from which social interactions between agents can be deduced, and then combined along with the history and map encodings into a compact representation, before being decoded into predicted future trajectories by the main part of the modeling method. Therefore, in this section, we separate the methodologies of the works surveyed into: the history encoding method, map encoding method, social interaction modeling method, modeling method, and training method.

Datasets. The ETH-UCY dataset (Pellegrini et al., 2010; Lerner et al., 2007) is the most commonly benchmarked trajectory prediction dataset. It contains only pedestrians, provides 3.2 seconds of history over 8 frames and 4.8 seconds of future over 12 frames. The most popular trajectory prediction metric is the ‘Best of 20’ average distance error (ADE), and final distance error (FDE). As is described in Kothari et al. (2021), the average distance error is the mean of the differences between the predicted path and the ground truth path in each of the future frames (in this case, the mean across the 12 future frames), whereas the final distance error is the difference between the predicted and ground truth paths only in the frame that is furthest into the future (in this case, the 12th and last future frame). One issue with defining a single ground truth path per trajectory, however, is that one history sequence could yield multiple plausible paths. For example, when encountering an obstacle directly in their path, an agent could go either left or right when walking around it. Therefore, many methods evaluate their models using the multimodal evaluation metrics ‘Best of N’ or ‘top-N’, where the N most likely paths are predicted, and the path which is closest to the ground truth is taken to be the predicted path from which ADE and FDE metrics are measured (Kothari et al., 2021). While different methods can use different values of N, most of the methods that use the ETH-UCY dataset, to our knowledge, use N=20 and quote their metrics as ‘Best of 20 ADE/FDE’. Notably, however, the TrajNet++ Trajectory Forecasting Challenge (Kothari et al., 2021) recommends an N value of 3,
and makes a strong case for why 20 is too many, since "a model outputting uniformly-spaced predictions, irrespective of the input observation, can result in a much lower Top-20 ADE/FDE." However, in order to better compare existing methods, we share the ‘Best of 20’ ADE/FDE metrics quoted in the works which are discussed.

**History Encoding Methods.** History is typically encoded via an LSTM network (e.g., Huang et al., 2019; Alahi et al., 2016; Sadeghian et al., 2018b; Zhao et al., 2019; Kosaraju et al., 2019; Salzmann et al., 2021) since LSTMs have been shown to successfully learn and generalize the properties of isolated sequences like handwriting and speech (Alahi et al., 2016). LSTMs typically allow one position at a time to be processed by the LSTM, and output a final embedding which encodes entire trajectory. While some methods use a single LSTM with shared weights to encode the positions within the trajectory of each agent in the scene separately (e.g., Sadeghian et al., 2018b; Zhao et al., 2019; Salzmann et al., 2021), Huang et al. (2019) separately encode the velocity instead of position of each agent and Alahi et al. (2016) use a ‘Social LSTM’, which also uses a separate LSTM network for each agent’s trajectory, but allows the LSTMs of subsequent timesteps to also be influenced by the hidden layers of multiple other agents (which are in close proximity) from previous timesteps. This method uses the Social LSTM to model the tendency of pedestrians to adapt their motion based on the behaviour of other people in their vicinity Alahi et al. (2016), and is described in more detail within the Social Interaction Modeling section. Kosaraju et al. (2019) also encode each pedestrian’s trajectory via an LSTM, but they first embed each position within a trajectory into a higher dimension using an MLP before inputing it into the LSTM.

Meanwhile, Wang et al. (2022) and Zhou et al. (2021) use other recurrent architectures to encode the trajectory. Zhou et al. (2021) also first use an MLP, but the apply two different MLPs: one to encode the entire history trajectory, and one to encode the next future ground-truth position that’s one timestep into the future. Then, these are input into a recurrent CVAE which learns a latent variable representation that helps predict the relationship between the history and its next future position. The advantage of using this CVAE-based embedding is that CVAEs have been shown to be very good at problems which suffer from multimodality; they can output multiple divergent (not precise), but accurate and likely predictions from a single input. On the other hand, Wang et al. (2022) uses a simple GRU architecture which not only takes in the inputs (i.e. the agent’s position, velocity, and acceleration at each timestep in history) and hidden states of past timesteps, but also takes into account the preliminary future predictions made in past timesteps. This architecture is based on the idea that people regularly adjust and optimize their intended paths, and that previous intentions can impact one’s perception of the present and the development of new future plans (Wang et al., 2022). The benefit of taking past preliminary predictions into account in future input embeddings is further validated through an ablation study which shows the improvement in metrics when this connection between past predictions and future inputs is added.

Finally, some methods use non-recurrent methods to encode agents’ historical trajectories (e.g., Hasan et al., 2018; Mangalam et al., 2020a; Wong et al., 2021). While Hasan et al. (2018) incorporates the position and gaze direction of all agents in the scene, at each timestep, into a simple kinematic model that calculates their velocity, acceleration, and orientation at each point in time, Mangalam et al. (2020a) plots each history position onto
a birds-eye-view heatmap (which are the same dimensions as the input map) where the values decrease inverse proportionally to the distance from that position, and then concatenates these heatmaps with the input map encoding to put through a U-net (Ronneberger et al., 2015) style architecture. This non-quantized way of representing past histories allows aleatoric uncertainty (noise) to be incorporated within the system, and facilitates the combining of history and map encodings when predicting the future (Mangalam et al., 2020a). Wong et al. (2021), however, encodes history coordinates by their discrete fourier transform (DFT) frequencies (similar to the DCT in human motion prediction) by applying a 1D-DFT on each dimension of the trajectory (x and y), obtaining a magnitude and phase sequence for each dimension, and embedding the concatenated magnitude and phase sequences into a higher dimension through an MLP. Since pedestrians typically make a coarse overall motion decision first, and then respond to potential emergencies (like interactive behaviors) with quicker maneuvers, Wong et al. (2021) use the DFT frequencies to take advantage of the fact that low-frequency portions in the spectrums of agents’ observed trajectories reflect coarse motion trends and can potentially predict global future motion, while the high-frequency portions reflect quicker movements, by separating the motion forecasting into a coarse trajectory prediction which is then refined by a fine interpolation network (Wong et al., 2021).

Map Encoding Methods. Most map encoding methods use a CNN (e.g., Sadeghian et al., 2018b; Zhao et al., 2019; Kosaraju et al., 2019; Salzmann et al., 2021). Kosaraju et al. (2019) and Sadeghian et al. (2018b) use a VGG network to distill the top-down image map into a single vector (where Sadeghian et al., 2018b pre-train it on the Image-Net dataset from Russakovsky et al., 2015 and fine-tune it on the task of scene segmentation) in order to apply attention over the joint map and history encodings, while Zhao et al. (2019) use a CNN autoencoder in order to keep the height and width dimensions the same and Salzmann et al. (2021) create their own CNN architecture and then put the output through a fully connected layer. Similarly, Mangalam et al. (2020a) semantically segment the map into classes (determined according to the affordance provided by the surface to an agent for actions such as walking, standing, running etc.) using a U-net architecture, and Wong et al. (2021) use an MLP on the map image to highlight where on the image social interactions are most likely to take place. Finally, found that including map information (by rasterizing the agents’ trajectories, overlaying it onto the map, and then applying a CNN to extract features to input into the initial decoder’s hidden state) significantly improved results on a different dataset (NuScenes, Caesar et al., 2020), but this experiment wasn’t done on the ETH/UCY datasets.

Social Interaction Modeling. While social interaction within the other sub-tasks presented thus far has been studied to a certain extent, as shown in Table 9, the most of the methods whose performances were compared in previous sections did not explicitly model social interaction (with the exception of Yao et al. (2021) and Wu et al. (2021), whose relational scene graphs capture human-object interaction as well as human-human social interaction). However, many of the trajectory prediction methods add specific components within the neural network in order to capture social interaction. Therefore, we present a review of those methods here.

Initially, social pooling modules proposed by Alahi et al. (2016) performed social interaction modeling by allowing each LSTM cell to receive pooled hidden-state information
from the LSTM cells of neighbors (within a certain spatial distance), where the pooling step performed grid based pooling by summing the hidden states of the neighbors within each grid location. This allows models to aggregate information from multiple neighbors, while simultaneously dealing with the fact that every person has a different number of neighbors and that in very dense crowds, this number could be prohibitively high (Alahi et al., 2016). Zhao et al. (2019) effectively performs spatial pooling across neighbors, but in a different way: in this model, the map encoding and past trajectories’ encodings are spatially concatenated such that the history encodings are stacked on top of the spatial location on the map in which they currently reside, like stacks of pepperoni on a pizza (if multiple agents are placed into the same cell in the tensor due to discretization, element-wise max pooling is performed, while cells which contain no agents are initialized to 0). Then, a U-net (Ronneberger et al., 2015) type architecture is applied at different spatial scales in order to learn to represent interactions among multiple agents and between agents and the scene context, while retaining spatial locality, and the transformed stacks of history encodings (which now contain the interaction, history, and constraint features for the corresponding agent), are sliced out (Zhao et al., 2019).

Social pooling methods have dominated social interaction modeling within trajectory prediction for many years, but social pooling models have some disadvantages: they discard uniqueness when performing pooling, and impose human biases like measuring the impact of neighbors based on their euclidean distance (Kosaraju et al., 2019). Furthermore, many works have shown that when considering the influences of other pedestrians, each pedestrian in the scene is necessary (Huang et al., 2019). Therefore, attention modules like graph attention networks (GATs) have been used to deal with these issues. For example, Huang et al. (2019) uses one GAT for each frame of the history by forming a graph between each pedestrian and every other pedestrian present at that timestep. Huang et al. (2019) use the pedestrians’ hidden layer representations at each timestep as the nodes, and the existence of interactions between them to represent the edges. Then, the features of each graph node are computed by attending over its neighbors (Huang et al., 2019). Finally, these frame-by-frame social interaction graphs are combined temporally by using another set of LSTMs which operate on one graph node (i.e. one pedestrian) at a time, and output a socially aware embedding for each pedestrian (Huang et al., 2019). Kosaraju et al. (2019) also use GATs, but they use the whole history encoding of each pedestrian to make a fully connected graph, and apply stacked graph attention layers to produce an embedding of each pedestrian as an attention-weighted sum of the neighbors they interact with. Salzmann et al. (2021), however, use a graph LSTM and then apply an attention layer on top of it. Similar to Kosaraju et al. (2019), each node represents the encoded history of each pedestrian, while edges are aggregated from all other agents using an element-wise sum (in order to handle a variable number of neighbors while preserving count information) and then fed into an LSTM whose weights are shared across edges (Salzmann et al., 2021). Finally, all edges that connect to a node are combined using an additive attention model to get the social influence vector for that node (Salzmann et al., 2021). These graph-based attention networks are advantageous because they allow information to be aggregated from each neighbor by assigning different importance to different nodes, without imposing a biased structure on the data (Huang et al., 2019).
Zhou et al. (2021) uses a graph-based component in their Transformer-based social interaction model in order to mask out the influence of neighbors that are too far away, or don’t overlap in time, but the main part of their social interaction model applies a Transformer network to the combined history and predicted futures of all the agents in the scene (by learning the query/key vectors, applying the mask to their output, and then attending that over the value vector) to learn the relationships between the trajectories of different agents, and then refines the previously predicted futures accordingly. Finally, Sadeghian et al. (2018b) merely use attention with no graphs. They first create a joint feature vector from the input encodings of all the other agents in the scene, ranked by their distance from the agent whose future is being predicted (since sorting can keep the uniqueness of the neighbors unlike the average or max functions used in social pooling methods). Then, this joint feature vector and the hidden state of the decoder LSTM of that agent are input into a soft attention module, combined with the map encoding, and used as an input to the subsequent timestep’s decoder LSTM. Since humans pay more attention to close obstacles, upcoming turns and people walking towards them, than to the buildings or people behind them, these attention modules aim to let the model to focus more on the salient regions of the scene and the more relevant agents when predicting the future state of each agent (Sadeghian et al., 2018b).

Finally, Wong et al. (2021) use a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to combine the scene map and neighbor trajectories into a heatmap (with the same height and width as the input map) that highlights where on the map interactions are more likely to occur. Meanwhile, Hasan et al. (2018) use a simple collision avoidance term in their energy minimization method to minimize the likelihood of predicting futures where pedestrians collide.

It should be noted that while this survey only records the performance of these methods on the ETH-UCY dataset, many of these papers (e.g., Zhao et al., 2019; Salzmann et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022) also evaluate their methods on vehicle datasets such as nuScenes (Caesar et al., 2020) and show similar trends in methodology, where social interaction models that use attention and GATs outperform social pooling methods.

Modeling Methods. Most of the methods shown in Table 6 use recurrent methods to predict the future timesteps iteratively, by re-incorporating past predictions to obtain subsequent predictions (e.g., Huang et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019; Kosaraju et al., 2019; Sadeghian et al., 2018b; Alahi et al., 2016; Salzmann et al., 2021), while some methods predict all the future timesteps at once (e.g., Mangalam et al., 2020a; Hasan et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2021). Others use a combination of both: Wang et al. (2022) repeatedly make preliminary predictions of all future timesteps at once (at every future timestep), and use each set of preliminary full predictions to make the next timestep’s singular prediction, while Zhou et al. (2021) make initial step-by-step predictions, one timestep at a time, and then refine the resulting full predictions all at once through their ‘socially aware regression module.’

Recurrent modeling methods typically use LSTM based decoders to predict future trajectories (e.g., Huang et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019; Kosaraju et al., 2019; Sadeghian et al., 2018b; Alahi et al., 2016) while a few use gated recurrent units, GRUs (e.g., Wang et al., 2022; Salzmann et al., 2021). Alahi et al. (2016) uses the same Social LSTM input encoding architecture (which uses pooled information from other neighboring agents as an additional input into the subsequent timestep’s LSTM), as a decoder to predict the next
position of an agent (from either the last ground truth positions, or the last previously predicted positions of the agents in the scene) in order to incorporate social information into future predictions. Meanwhile, Huang et al. (2019) concatenate the socially aware embedding of each agent’s history (derived by applying a temporal LSTM to corresponding nodes of the frame-by-frame GATs) with the non-socially aware input encoding of each agent’s history (derived from a simple LSTM) in order to model the temporal correlations of interactions, and the motion pattern of each pedestrian, respectively, and combine them. Finally, Huang et al. (2019) use a decoder LSTM network to iteratively predict the future trajectory. Using a decoder LSTM with shared weights forces the network to generalize well, even when factors like the number of agents in a scene, vary (Zhao et al., 2019).

For similar reasons, Zhao et al. (2019) also add the socially (and spatially) aware embedding of each agent’s history (derived from slicing each agent’s history stack out of the U-net’s output tensor), to the initial LSTM-based input encoding and also use an LSTM decoder to iteratively predict future positions, but they additionally employ a discriminator (which uses the same input encoding and U-net architecture, followed by FCNs) to differentiate between real and generated trajectories.

GANs and discriminators are also used by Kosaraju et al. (2019), Sadeghian et al. (2018b). Sadeghian et al. (2018b) concatenates the map encoding (which has been attended over by the history encodings), the social interaction encoding (output by the soft attention social interaction module), and a random gaussian noise vector (which can be fixed and/or altered in order to generate multimodal outputs), for each agent, to input into an LSTM which iteratively generates their subsequent future positions. Meanwhile, the discriminator, a simple LSTM, tries to distinguish between synthetic and real trajectories. Kosaraju et al. (2019) concatenate the nodes of all agents in the social GAT, and adds it to each agent’s history embedding, as well as the map embedding and a random gaussian noise vector (for generating multimodal outputs), and puts the combined output through a decoder LSTM to output that agent’s future. Kosaraju et al. (2019) then uses two discriminators, one which uses an LSTM to discriminate between real and fake trajectories, and one which uses the combined history, social, and map embeddings of the trajectories to differentiate. The purpose of using two different discriminators in Kosaraju et al. (2019) is to encourage the production of realistic local and global trajectories, which both adhere to the manifold of existing trajectories and comply with the scene information given.

Combining history, map, and social interaction encodings to input into the decoder, as is done in the previous two methods, is helpful because it 1) suppresses the redundancies of the input data, allowing the decoder to focus on the important features, and 2) deals with the complexity of modeling all agents while adding interpretability to predictions (Sadeghian et al., 2018b). Although Kosaraju et al. (2019) concatenate the map, social interaction, and history encoding, Sadeghian et al. (2018b) only concatenate their map and social interaction encoding because Sadeghian et al. (2018b) consider history information to be already contained within the social interaction encoding. Finally, the extra gaussian noise factor used by both methods adds the following advantage typically enjoyed by conditional GANs: the predicted trajectory becomes conditioned on the noise vectors such that sampling n random noise vectors will produce n possible future trajectories. While Sadeghian et al. (2018b) sample the noise vector from a multivariate normal distribution conditioned on the social interaction and map encodings, Kosaraju et al. (2019) sample from a gaussian
distribution whose mean and variance are dictated by an MLP network which takes in the
history encodings. The purpose of using this random noise vector is to encourage general-
ization towards a multimodal distribution despite only having access to single samples from
single modes of behavior, and this is done by constructing a reversible mapping between
outputted trajectories and latent noise vectors that represent pedestrian behavior in a scene
(Kosaraju et al., 2019).

The other major method used within the recurrent modeling techniques is the GRU. For similar reasons to the above methods, Salzmann et al. (2021) concatenates the map encoding, history encoding, and social influence vector into a single learned feature repre-
sentation, and then uses this representation as the input to a CVAE model in order to learn
a latent space embedding, which is then used to predict future positions iteratively using a
GRU. Just like the random noise vector described above and used in Kosaraju et al. (2019),
Sadeghian et al. (2018b), the goal of the CVAE is to explicitly handle multimodality and
allow the latent space embedding to learn high level latent behavior (Salzmann et al., 2021).
However, unlike the random noise vector described above, the CVAE accomplishes this by
using the ground truth future trajectory directly within the model to learn the latent space
embedding. While one branch of the model estimates the latent space embedding using the
concatenated feature representation, a second branch estimates the latent space embedding
using the ground truth future trajectory, as well as the feature representation, and the CVAE
loss (KL loss, further described in Training Methods) minimizes the difference between the
two latent space embedding estimates. During inference, however, only the branch which
uses just the feature representation is employed to create the latent space embedding used
by the GRU. Wang et al. (2022) also uses a combination of CVAE and GRU, but here,
the input to the CVAE consists only of the history embedding (and, during training, the
ground truth future trajectory), since this method uses no map or social interaction model
whatsoever. Furthermore, at every timestep in the future prediction, Wang et al. (2022)
produce preliminary guesses at what the positions of subsequent future timesteps will be
(e.g. at timestep \( t + i \), which is \( i \) timesteps past the last history timestep, they produce
preliminary guesses of the positions from timestep \( t + i + 1 \) until timestep \( t + f \), where
\( f \) is the maximum number of future timesteps). Then, these guesses (compressed into a
single representation via attention), as well as the latent space embedding produced by the
CVAE, are used as input to decoder GRU cells, which make one final prediction for the
timestep \( t + i + 1 \). The intermediate predictions help guide the final prediction by mod-
eling the way people regularly adjust and optimize their intentions based on ever-changing
developments of new future plans, while the attention layer over these intermediate goals
learns the different impact each goal has on the prediction (Wang et al., 2022). The use
of GRUs compared to MLPs and CNNs was shown to be optimal in an ablation study by
Wang et al. (2022), and as before, the CVAE learns latent information to produce realistic
multimodal outputs. To encode the ground truth future trajectories that are used within
the CVAE, Salzmann et al. (2021) employs a bi-directional LSTM while Wang et al. (2022)
uses a fully-connected layer.

Meanwhile Zhou et al. (2021) uses only a CVAE, arranged in a recurrent scheme: at
each timestep \( t + i \), which is \( i \) timesteps past the last history timestep, the history from
timestep \( i \) (\( i \) timesteps past the first history timestep) until timestep \( t + i \) is encoded into
the history embedding by an MLP, while the future position at timestep \( t + i + 1 \) is encoded
into the ground truth embedding by another MLP, and a CVAE is used to learn the latent relationship between the history embedding and ground truth embedding for that timestep. Then, the learned latent relationship is used to iteratively predict preliminary guesses for the future of each agent in the scene using only the history (Zhou et al., 2021). Finally, the social interaction module uses the histories and preliminary guesses of each agent to predict offsets that are added to the preliminary guess of each agent to produce the refined final trajectory predictions, in order to prevent impracticalities such as colliding trajectories (Zhou et al., 2021). This two-stage predictor mimics the structure proposed in Wang et al. (2022) and for similar reasons, aids prediction by providing a general goal trajectory which is later adjusted by environmental (i.e. social) constraints. The purpose of using recurrent CVAEs is to reduce the accumulation of error (i.e. drift) inherent in open-loop prediction models (further described in the input encoding methods section within 2.3) which use the outputs of previously predicted timesteps to predict subsequent timesteps (Zhou et al., 2021). One reason for this drift is due to the multimodality of prediction (e.g. if a plausible but incorrect mode of the future is predicted at a previous timestep, and used to predict the next timestep, other plausible and possibly correct modes are automatically ruled out, causing error which can accumulate when this process is repeated). Since CVAEs help to handle multimodality by using a distribution of plausible predicted futures at every timestep, recurrently predicting subsequent timesteps using CVAEs can significantly reduce accumulated error (Zhou et al., 2021). This is shown to be the case through an ablation study that shows how the average displacement error increases significantly at further timesteps into the future (i.e. longer term forecasting) for PECNet (previous state-of-the-art method), while the average displacement error stayed mostly the same at all future timesteps for Zhou et al. (2021).

However, there are other methods which don’t use recurrent processes at all. Mangalam et al. (2020a), for example, uses a U-net architecture where the concatenated semantically segmented map and history trajectory heatmaps get downsized into a compact embedding through the encoder, and then upsized into predicted future trajectory heatmaps through the decoder to produce one heatmap for the predicted position at each future timestep. However, these predicted future positions are merely used as preliminary predictions (similar to Wang et al., 2022), and are input back into a secondary decoder which upsizes the compact embedding (and preliminary predictions) into the final predicted future trajectory heatmaps (which is also one heatmap per future timestep). In order to insert the preliminary predictions tensor into the secondary decoder at every stage of the upsampling, the preliminary predictions are downsampled to match the tensor sizes at various levels of the network, and concatenated with those tensors at each stage (Mangalam et al., 2020a). However, one issue with this method is that the modes of the future trajectory heatmaps may not be continuous, as they may be predicting a specific timestep from different multimodal futures. Therefore, during inference, the prediction for the last future timestep (i.e. the ‘goal’) is first set by using the softargmax function (Mangalam et al., 2020a) across the predicted heatmap of the last timestep, and then the second to last timestep’s prediction is made by 1) forming a gaussian heatmap around where the agent would be at the second to last timestep if it were to follow a straight line from its current position (last history timestep) to its ‘goal’, 2) multiplying the gaussian heatmap with the predicted heatmap for the second to last timestep, and 3) taking the resulting argsoftmax of this distribution.
to be the prediction of the second to last timestep. This process is then performed iteratively, backwards in time (using the previously predicted timestep as the ‘goal’) to get the remaining predictions until the first future timestep (Mangalam et al., 2020a). To produce multiple (i.e. N) possible future trajectories, 1000 initial ‘goal’ positions are sampled from the last future timestep’s heatmap, and K-means is used to cluster those into N means. The goal of this method is to model two different types of future uncertainty: epistemic uncertainty caused by latent decision variables like long term goals and aleatoric variability from random unforeseeable variables such as environmental factors or handedness (Mangalam et al., 2020a). Similarly to Wang et al. (2022), the epistemic uncertainty is modeled by predicting the longest term futures (i.e. ‘goals’) first, while the aleatoric factor is modeled as the resulting distribution over the intermediate trajectory points for each goal (Mangalam et al., 2020a).

Another non-recurrent method, Wong et al. (2021), makes a similar attempt to perform two stage prediction: preliminary predictions are made by 1) concatenating the history embedding and map/interaction embedding, 2) applying a Transformer encoder/decoder and taking the penultimate layer’s features as ‘behavior features’ 3) using a graph convolution layer to aggregate behavior features at different frequency nodes (in order to learn multiple activity features that represent agents’ differing decision styles), and 4) applying an MLP to predict the magnitudes and phases in each dimension at several ‘key’ future timesteps. This results in a ‘coarse’ prediction which focuses on forecasting trajectories with low spatiotemporal resolution (Wong et al., 2021). To make the ‘fine’ prediction which reconstructs trajectories from keypoints sequences with a higher spatiotemporal resolution (on the frequency spectrum), they 1) concatenate the preliminary ‘coarse’ magnitude and phase predictions at key future timesteps with the map/interaction embedding, and 2) apply a Transformer encoder/decoder to produce the magnitudes and phases a each future timestep (Wong et al., 2021). Finally, trajectory positions can be obtained via an inverse DFT. Similar to Mangalam et al. (2020a), Zhou et al. (2021), Wang et al. (2022), this network attempts to make preliminary coarse predictions that guide the general direction and intention, before refining that trajectory to output a final prediction which takes into account environmental factors that may necessitate quick thinking and sudden changes to trajectory. In addition, this method goes one step further and uses the frequency spectrum of trajectories to help model the global motion trend, (which is encapsulated by low frequencies), as well as the environmentally or socially caused changes to this trend, which can be encapsulated by high frequencies, and predicted from the map/interaction embedding (Wong et al., 2021).

Finally, Hasan et al. (2018), a non-deep learning method, uses an optimization technique called energy minimization to incorporates trajectory kinematic information and gaze direction into an optimization cost function, which additionally adds a collision term to avoid predicting trajectories which collide into each other.

**Training Methods.** To solve their optimization problem, Hasan et al. (2018) use the Nelder-Mead simplex, a direct search method. Meanwhile, Huang et al. (2019), Wang et al. (2022) use a variety loss to model multimodality by increasing the diversity of trajectories predicted. The variety loss, also known as the ‘Best-of-Many’ loss, produces multiple possible trajectories by randomly sampling the prediction space and chooses the trajectory that has the smallest distance to ground-truth as the model output to compute
the loss (Huang et al., 2019). Zhao et al. (2019), Sadeghian et al. (2018b), Kosaraju et al. (2019), on the other hand, use an adversarial loss based on the discriminator (on top of the typical L2 loss on generated trajectories). In addition, Kosaraju et al. (2019) adds a loss term which forces a one-to-one mapping between the latent noise vector (which is used to generate multimodal outputs) and the predicted trajectories by minimizing the difference between the latent noise vector and the latent encoder applied to the predicted output. This allows specific styles of multimodal outputs to be generated based on manipulation of the latent noise vector, and can be used to better visualize the predicted distribution.

The most common extra loss term used, however, is the Kullback-Leibler divergence loss (KL loss) term, which forces the distributions of two latent feature vector to be the same (e.g. Salzmann et al., 2021; Wong et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021; Kosaraju et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2022). This loss term can be used in two different ways: Salzmann et al. (2021), Zhou et al. (2021), Wang et al. (2022) use it to train their CVAEs while Kosaraju et al. (2019), Wong et al. (2021) use it as a minor loss term to force parts of their network to resemble a univariate gaussian. While Kosaraju et al. (2019) use KL loss to make sure the generated latent noise vector resembles noise drawn from a random Gaussian, and Wong et al. (2021) minimize the KL divergence between the activity features (output nodes of the GCN) and a gaussian with a mean of 0 and variance of 1, KL loss is typically used to train CVAEs to make sure that the latent feature embedding which is encoded from just the historical input has the same distribution as the latent feature embedding encoded using both the historical input and the ground truth future. This is why CVAEs use the ground truth future positions within their network and not just during back-propagation. Although there are two different networks being trained (one which uses only historical input and one which uses the ground-truth future), only one (the historical input network) is used during inference, which is why the networks need to be trained such that they produce the same latent representation as each other no matter what the input is.

Finally, the networks which perform two-stage prediction (e.g. Mangalam et al., 2020a; Wong et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022; Zhou et al., 2021) also employ a loss on their preliminary predictions in order to train their preliminary prediction network. While Mangalam et al. (2020a) represents the ground truth future as a Gaussian heatmap centered at the observed points with a predetermined variance, and uses a binary cross entropy loss between the ground truth heatmaps and the preliminary predicted heatmaps (as well as another loss between the ground truth heatmaps and the final predicted heatmaps), Wang et al. (2022) utilizes two root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) losses between the 1) preliminarily predicted points and ground truth points, and 2) between the final predictions and ground truth points. Similarly, Wong et al. (2021) uses two L2 losses: one between the predicted ‘coarse’ keypoints (which are calculated using an inverse DFT on the predicted ‘coarse’ magnitudes and phases) and the corresponding ground truth values, and one between the final ‘fine’ trajectory and its corresponding ground truth. Zhou et al. (2021), however use the iterative KL divergence loss of their preliminary predictions as their preliminary prediction loss, and then apply an L2 loss between their final predictions and the ground truth, as well as an additional L1 loss between the predicted offsets and the actual offsets (predicted by their social interaction based trajectory refinement module).

Discussion. As can be seen in Table 6, all of the methods which have the best or second-best performance on the metrics shown use either a CVAE-based network (e.g.
Salzmann et al., 2021), or a two-stage prediction network (which makes preliminary predictions and then refines them into final predictions) (e.g. Mangalam et al., 2020a; Wong et al., 2021), where Wang et al. (2022) and Zhou et al. (2021), the two best performing methods, employ both CVAEs and a two-stage prediction network. Furthermore, neither of these methods use any map information for the ETH/UCY datasets, and Wang et al. (2022) additionally doesn't even include a social interaction modeling method. In fact, many of the best performing methods do not use a map (e.g. Wang et al., 2022; Zhou et al., 2021) and/or have no explicit social interaction modeling method (e.g. Mangalam et al., 2020a; Wang et al., 2022), although Wang et al. (2022) nevertheless show that applying a map encoding method from another paper significantly improves their results on the NuScenes dataset. Finally, most of the best methods also employ KL divergence losses.

These observations lead to the following conclusions. First of all, it seems that applying KL divergence loss, especially in combination with CVAE modeling methods, lead to strong performance. Since this task uses a best-of-20 evaluation metric (by measuring the error of the best trajectory, out of 20 predicted trajectories, that has the smallest distance to ground-truth), it follows that successful modeling of multimodal prediction (which the CVAE and KL loss specialize in), should lead to better performance. Another advantage of both the CVAE method, and the two-stage prediction method, is that they both reduce the drift inherent in open-loop prediction models. The CVAE method accomplishes this by producing a distribution over multiple possible trajectories at each timestep, which reduces drift that occurs due to multimodality (i.e. when only one plausible but incorrect mode of the future is predicted at a previous timestep, and used to predict the next timestep, other plausible and possibly correct modes are automatically ruled out, causing error which can accumulate when this process is repeated), as shown in an ablation study by Zhou et al. (2021). Meanwhile, as shown by Gopalakrishnan et al. (2019), the two-stage prediction method reduces drift by giving the model a future goal to focus and re-calibrate on, instead of merely a past history to propagate in a potentially erroneous direction.

This reduction of drift is also shown within the performance metrics in Table 6: compared to methods that don’t use CVAEs or two-stage prediction, the ADE and FDE of the CVAE/two-stage modeling methods are a lot closer in value. For example, a majority of the methods which don’t use these two techniques have metrics where the FDE is more than twice that of the ADE, whereas many of the methods that do use these techniques have an FDE that’s much closer to their corresponding ADE. Since the ADE is an average distance error over the entire predicted trajectory, and therefore much more influenced by predictions in the near future than the FDE (final distance error), which is influenced by the longest term prediction in the far future, having an FDE which is closer in value to its corresponding ADE shows that the error accumulation over time is less.

Furthermore, the fact that most of the best performing CVAE/two-stage prediction methods don’t use a map and/or a social modeling method, (although, as shown by Wang et al., 2022, adding a map encoding method further improves the results), shows even more strongly how well these two modeling techniques perform, even without this additional information. Moreover, this indicates that there is room for further improvement within these methods by adding robust map encoding and/or social interaction modeling techniques.

One interesting paper which uses almost the same exact methodology as Zhou et al. (2021), the best performing method in Table 6, is Mangalam et al. (2020b). Although
Mangalam et al. (2020b) also uses a CVAE and a two-stage predictor, and has the exact same social interaction modeling technique as Zhou et al. (2021), their CVAE is not recurrent: the CVAE is used only to predict the final future timestep (i.e. the ‘goal’), and then a separate decoder network is used to produce a future trajectory out of the input, social interaction embedding, and ‘goal’ output by the CVAE. Therefore, the recurrent aspect of the CVAE within Zhou et al. (2021) may play a key role in its high performance. Although Mangalam et al. (2020b) was considered for inclusion in this survey, it was not included due to its similarity, in method, to Zhou et al. (2021), and because it reports worse performances than the top 5 methods in Table 6.

2.4 Discussion

In this section, we have discussed the input encoding methods, modeling methods, and training methods of the most common tasks within each of the prediction task categories presented. Across most tasks within action and motion prediction, there were a variety of input encoding methods that yielded high performances but there were a few modeling and training methods that seemed to perform better than others. Within modeling methods, the best performing methods seem to use GANs for tasks that predict a short time into the future, like early action prediction and RGB image generation, graph neural networks for tasks that predict slightly further into the future like action anticipation and human motion prediction, and CVAEs, as well as two-stage prediction methods for tasks that predict well into the future, like trajectory prediction. The trajectory prediction task discussed in this survey also uses a ‘best-of-20’ metric to encourage multimodal predictions, which the other prediction tasks discussed in this work do not consider to such an extent. Training methods vary by task, but common techniques are to add terms to the loss that encourage other objectives like goal detection, regularization, multitask learning, and smoothness of future predictions. Within trajectory prediction, however, adding KL divergence loss, and performing preliminary predictions that are later refined, shows significant improvements in performance.

3. Datasets

Although many surveys in the past have presented comprehensive lists of datasets (Rasouli, 2020; Rudenko et al., 2020) with details about environment, labels, and potential applications (Rasouli, 2020), many of these surveys organize datasets by year (Rasouli, 2020; Leon & Gavrilescu, 2021) or popularity (Rudenko et al., 2020). Such methods help to illustrate a history of the field, or point out datasets with the most papers to compare against, but are unwieldy for application-oriented readers unfamiliar with the field of prediction.

We aim to organize datasets such that someone with application-oriented goals can find the dataset that will best fit their problem requirements. Furthermore, unlike previous papers, we rate datasets on their level of social interaction, and highlight interaction focused and extremely long-tailed datasets.

To this end, we present Tables 7 and 8, which categorize datasets by their input modalities and labels, so that application constraints such as the availability of an ego camera or map can be taken into account. Tables 7 and 8 also describe environmental factors like types of agents present, filming location, and scene context to facilitate choosing
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Figure 6: Illustration of the various dataset attributes used to summarize datasets in Tables 7 and 8. Images in this diagram are used for illustration purposes only and derived from Krajewski et al., 2020 (road, satellite); Pellegrini et al., 2010 (pedestrian zone, surveillance); Ionescu et al., 2014 (indoors); Caesar et al., 2020 (semantic); His, (lidar, 3D, 3D bbox); Yao et al., 2019 (video included, car); Adeli et al., 2021 (mesh); Wang et al., 2021 (skeleton); Ma et al., 2020 (point); Ped, (medium); UCB, 2018 (instance); Cordts et al., 2016 (semantic); Bock et al., 2019 (top-down bbox); Malla et al., 2020 (ego point); Chandra et al., 2019 (other); Ryoo & Aggarwal, 2010 (pedestrian, high); and Fig, (low). Please refer to Tables 7 and 8 to find the datasets that correspond to these attributes.

a dataset that’s closest to the environmental conditions of a specific application. Finally, we detail the task types each dataset can be used for.

This selection of datasets aims to represent datasets that are widely used in literature, as well as highlight datasets that focus on social interaction and long-tailed learning. The novel taxonomy we propose in order to categorize and describe the datasets does not exhaust all possible modalities presented by all datasets, but instead identifies the most common ones in prediction (e.g. map types, agent label types, and ego camera). The following taxonomy describes the axes along which input modalities, environmental conditions, and dataset annotations are summarized in Tables 7 and 8:

1. **Context** indicates the type of environment in which the dataset was recorded. These include:
   (a) Road - paved roads for driving
   (b) Pedestrian zone - outdoor walking environments like universities and store fronts
   (c) Indoors - takes place within one or more rooms
   (d) General - contains all of the above environments and more

2. **Ego** is the point of view of an agent within the scene
(a) Video - whether or not the dataset includes an ego perspective video
(b) Motion - whether the camera of the ego agent or map satellite is static or dy-
namically moving through the scene (or variable by example)

3. **Map Style** indicates the type of map included. Options for map style include:
(a) Semantic - semantically annotated with roads, sidewalks, etc.
(b) Satellite - satellite style image taken of the area
(c) Lidar - 3D point cloud of the area, but can be collapsed into one perspective
   (e.g. top-down) to create the map

4. **Map Perspective** is the point of view of the map (as opposed to ego, the point of
   view of the camera):
   (a) Surveillance - recorded from a structure overlooking the area from a slight angle
   (b) Top-down - perpendicular to the ground plane
   (c) 3D - data structure like a point cloud which can be viewed from any perspective
      in 3D (this implies that the map style is Lidar)

5. **Agent Label** is the way the agent is represented at each timestep. Options include:
(a) Mesh - 3D mesh indicating a person’s pose
(b) Skeleton - skeletal representation of pose
(c) Joints - joint locations relative to center of mass
(d) Point - 2D coordinates of agent location from map perspective (in meters)
(e) Ego Point - 2D coordinates of agent from ego video perspective (in pixels)
(f) 3D bbox - bounding box coordinates in 3D
(g) Ego bbox - 2D bounding box coordinates from ego perspective
(h) Top-down bbox - 2D bounding box coordinates from map perspective
(i) Instance - instance segmentation label
(j) Semantic - semantic segmentation label

6. **Primary Agent** indicates the types of agents that are well represented by the dataset

7. **Location** is either a continent or media platform from which the data is recorded or
   sourced

8. **Task Type/Subtype** shows the task categories each dataset could be applied to.
   One caveat to the nomenclature, however, is that since action prediction datasets
temporally crop the video around the action and can only be used for early action
prediction, they are labeled as such, while datasets with uncropped videos (which can
be used for both action subtasks) are labeled as anticipation.

9. **Interaction Level** indicate how much social interaction occurs in the dataset. Our
   method of quantifying this is described in Section 3.1.

10. **Duration** is the total duration of recorded frames

11. **No. Tracks** quantifies total number of agent tracks (sequences of frames in which
    the main agent can be seen continuously, which can be packaged as one example)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Ego Video Motion</th>
<th>Map Style</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Agent Label</th>
<th>Primary Agent ped cyc car other</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>general</td>
<td>✓ static</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>mesh</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3DPW (von Marcard et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ variable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>skeleton</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>MPII Human Pose (Andriluka et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ variable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>skeleton</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>InstaVariety (Kanazawa et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ variable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>joints, ego bbox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Penn Action (Zhang et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ variable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>joints</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>JHMD (Jhuang et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ variable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>skeleton</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>UCF-101 (Soomro et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ variable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>VideoLT (Zhang et al., 2021a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ variable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>TVSeries (De Geest et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ variable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>TV-Human-Interaction (Patron-Perez et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ variable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Youtube-8M (Abu-El-Haija et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ static</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>BIT (Kong et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indoors</td>
<td>✓ static</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>joints, mesh</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Human3.6M (Ionescu et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ static</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>skeleton</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>EgoPose (Yuan &amp; Kitani, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>static</td>
<td>satellite</td>
<td>surveillance point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>ETH (Pellegrini et al., 2010)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>static</td>
<td>satellite</td>
<td>surveillance point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>UCY (Lerner et al., 2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>static</td>
<td>satellite</td>
<td>top-down point</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>skater, cart, skater, cart</td>
<td>Stanford Drone (Robicquet et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>static</td>
<td>satellite</td>
<td>surveillance point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Trajnert (Sadeghian et al., 2018a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ static</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>UTI (Ryoo &amp; Aggarwal, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ static</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>KTH (Schuldt et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>static</td>
<td>satellite</td>
<td>surveillance point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>ShanghaiTech Campus (Luo et al., 2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pedestrian zone</td>
<td>✓ dyn</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3D bbox</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>KITTI (Geiger et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>road</td>
<td>✓ dyn</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ego bbox, instance</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>BDD100K (Yu et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Motion</th>
<th>Map Style</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Agent Label</th>
<th>Primary Agent</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ego</td>
<td>dyn</td>
<td>semantic, satellite</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>top-down, bbox</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>moped, rickshaw</td>
<td>Argoverse (Chang et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn</td>
<td>semantic, satellite</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>3D bbox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lyft L5 (Houston et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static</td>
<td>satellite</td>
<td>top-down</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inD (Bock et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static</td>
<td>semantic, satellite</td>
<td>top-down</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INTERACTION (Zhan et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>road</td>
<td>dyn</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ego bbox</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn</td>
<td>semantic</td>
<td>top-down</td>
<td>point, ego bbox</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn</td>
<td>lidar</td>
<td>top-down</td>
<td>3D bbox</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ego bbox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ego point, ego bbox</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ego bbox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>semantic</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ego bbox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ego bbox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Table of Relevant Datasets. Summary of input modalities, environmental conditions, and dataset annotations of prediction datasets. Dashes indicate that the dataset does not include the corresponding annotations. More information about table columns can be found in Section 3. Abbreviations are: bbox, bounding box; dyn, dynamic.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Task Type and Subtype</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>No. Tracks</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Interaction Level</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Motion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>pose</td>
<td>24.3 hrs</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>InstaVariety (Kanazawa et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>early action</td>
<td>pose</td>
<td>2,326</td>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Penn Action (Zhang et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>early action</td>
<td>pose</td>
<td>31,838 frames</td>
<td>5,100</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>JHMDB (Jhuang et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>anticipation</td>
<td>pose</td>
<td>26.6 hrs</td>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>UCF-I01 (Soomro et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>anticipation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>256,218</td>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>VideoLT (Zhang et al., 2021a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>early action</td>
<td>16 hrs</td>
<td>6,231</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>TVSeries (De Geest et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>anticipation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>TV-Human-Interaction (Patron-Perez et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>early action</td>
<td>500k hrs</td>
<td>8,000,000</td>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Youtube-8M (Abu-El-Haija et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoors</td>
<td>general</td>
<td>pose</td>
<td>450k frames</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Human3.6M (Ionescu et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>early action</td>
<td>pose</td>
<td>8 mins</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>EgoPose (Yuan &amp; Kitani, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>traj</td>
<td>25 mins</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td></td>
<td>ETH (Pellegrini et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>traj</td>
<td>16.5 mins</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td></td>
<td>UCY (Lerner et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>traj</td>
<td>5 hrs</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stanford Drone (Robicquet et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>traj</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11,448</td>
<td>North America, Europe</td>
<td>Traynet (Sadeghian et al., 2018a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>early action</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>UTI (Ryoo &amp; Aggarwal, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>early action</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,391</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>KTH (Schuldt et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td></td>
<td>ShanghaiTech Campus (Luo et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KITTI (Geiger et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>traj</td>
<td>41k frames</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td></td>
<td>BDD100K (Yu et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>traj</td>
<td>318k bbox,</td>
<td>131k bbox,</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td></td>
<td>Argoverse (Chang et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>traj</td>
<td>1 hr</td>
<td>11,052</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lyft L5 (Houston et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>traj</td>
<td>1,118 hrs</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td></td>
<td>inD (Bock et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>traj</td>
<td>10 hrs</td>
<td>11,500</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 8: Table of Relevant Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Task Type and Subtype</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>No. Tracks</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Interaction Level</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Action Motion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traj</td>
<td>10 hrs</td>
<td>40,054</td>
<td></td>
<td>North America, Asia, Europe</td>
<td>H INTERACTION (Zhan et al., 2019)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>traj</td>
<td>12.4k frames</td>
<td>246,512</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>TRAF (Chandra et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>traj</td>
<td>2.2 hrs</td>
<td>7,758</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Euro-PVI (Bhattacharyya et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>anticipation traj</td>
<td>5.5 hrs</td>
<td>17,081</td>
<td>North America, Asia</td>
<td>H nuScenes (Caesar et al., 2020) / PePScenes (Rasouli et al., 2020a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>anticipation traj</td>
<td>2.25 hrs</td>
<td>28,000</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>LOKI (Girase et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>anticipation traj</td>
<td>6 hrs</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>H PIE (Rasouli et al., 2019)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>anticipation traj</td>
<td>10 hrs</td>
<td>14,096</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>H TITAN (Malla et al., 2020)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>anticipation traj</td>
<td>2 hrs</td>
<td>3,348</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>H STIP (Liu et al., 2020)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>anticipation traj</td>
<td>240 hrs</td>
<td>2,800</td>
<td>North America, Europe</td>
<td>H JAAD (Rasouli et al., 2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semantic</td>
<td>25k frames</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cityscapes (Cordts et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>250k frames</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td></td>
<td>Caltech Pedestrians (Dollar et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Table of Relevant Datasets. Summary of environmental conditions, interaction level, dataset parameters, and task categories that prediction datasets can be applied to. Dashes indicate that the corresponding dataset parameter was not recorded in the literature. More information about table columns are found in Section 3. Abbreviations are: H, high; L, low; RGB, RGB Image Generation; semantic, semantic forecasting; anticipation, action anticipation; early action, early action prediction; pose, human pose prediction; traj, trajectory prediction.

### 3.1 Social Interaction in Datasets

Social interaction cues, which we define as the way in which multiple agents engage with each other and change the course of other agents’ futures, can be learned explicitly to improve prediction methods by taking into account the influence of other agents. Typically, this is done through modeling techniques which are detailed in the following section, Section 4. However, in order for those modeling techniques to be able to capture and internalize the variety of social interactions that take place in the world, the datasets they are trained on must sufficiently sample such interactions. For example, using a small, staged dataset where most videos consist of one agent, wouldn’t give the model as much opportunity to learn about social interaction as would using a large dataset collected on a public street, with ‘interesting’ scenes, like those with busy intersections, merging lanes, and lots of agents hand picked for labeling. Therefore, we create and include in this review (also included in
a score for each of the datasets which describes the extent to which the dataset contains a variety of social interactions. In creating this score, we take into account the average number of people per scene, the location the data was taken from (e.g., data from straight highways has a lower score than data from multiway intersections or Indian traffic scenes where agents have more options and less regulation on which path to pursue), and whether there was any intentional curation done to increase the density of scenes with specific interactions (e.g., picking out scenes where there are interactions of a specific type and only labeling those like Kong et al., 2012 and Rasouli et al., 2019). One important aspect to choosing a dataset which we do not incorporate into our social interaction score is the size of the dataset, since the size can already be inferred from the ‘Duration’ and ‘No. Tracks’ columns in Table 8.

Therefore, all the datasets which are classified as high (H) interaction are those which were curated to increase the density of interactive scenes by either selecting for data with intersections, crosswalks, traffic, and other interaction events (Patron-Perez et al., 2010; Bock et al., 2020; Zhan et al., 2019; Chandra et al., 2019; Bhattacharyya et al., 2021; Caesar et al., 2020; Girase et al., 2021; Rasouli et al., 2019; Malla et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Rasouli et al., 2017), or staged to include specific categories of interactions (Kong et al., 2012; Ryoo & Aggarwal, 2010). Meanwhile, all the datasets classified as low (L) interaction are either those whose scenes consist of only one agent (Jhuang et al., 2013; Ionescu et al., 2014; Yuan & Kitani, 2019; Schuldt et al., 2004), or those where only one agent in the scene is labeled (Zhang et al., 2013; Kanazawa et al., 2019). All other datasets are considered to have either average or unidentifiable levels of interaction (without deeper statistical analysis) and left blank.

While there are many Action Prediction datasets dedicated to learning social interaction (e.g., Girase et al., 2021; Rasouli et al., 2019; Malla et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Rasouli et al., 2017; Patron-Perez et al., 2010; Kong et al., 2012; Ryoo & Aggarwal, 2010) and some Trajectory Prediction datasets that are starting to be curated that focus on social interaction (e.g., Girase et al., 2021; Rasouli et al., 2019; Malla et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Rasouli et al., 2017) this area has yet to be explored in Human Pose Prediction and Video Prediction. One reason for this may be that these two task types don’t typically predict farther than 0.5 to 1 second into the future, as shown in Tables 2 and 5. However, extending these tasks to be able to predict farther into the future is an important step towards developing more detailed future predictions, and developing models with an understanding of social interaction in these task types may aid in this endeavor.

### 3.2 Long Tailed Datasets

The only prediction dataset to our knowledge that’s focused on long-tailed learning is the VideoLT (Zhang et al., 2021a) action prediction dataset. This dataset includes a large number of classes, and visually quantifies its own long tail as well as the long tails of other video classification datasets, as shown in Figure 3 of Zhang et al. (2021a).

However, not all datasets’ long tails can be quantified as easily as action prediction datasets where class frequencies can be compared. Datasets which only contain trajectory prediction labels (e.g., Geiger et al., 2012; Sadeghian et al., 2018a; Yu et al., 2020; Chang et al., 2019; Houston et al., 2020; Bock et al., 2020; Zhan et al., 2019; Chandra et al., 2019;
Bhattacharyya et al., 2021; Pellegrini et al., 2010; Lerner et al., 2007; Robicquet et al., 2016) or pose prediction labels (e.g., von Marcard et al., 2018; Yuan & Kitani, 2019) don’t have a single measure like class frequency by which an example’s rareness can be measured. A predicted pose sequence could involve rare postures, be moving at an uncommonly slow speed, or the skeleton itself could be rare, like when modeling an exceptionally small person.

Despite the difficulty in creating and quantifying a dataset that has a long tail across all relevant measures, the creation of such a dataset would have many benefits for evaluating and comparing separate long-tailed learning techniques. For example, since there is no one scale across which rareness can be measured, many algorithms (e.g., Makansi et al., 2021; Kozerawski et al., 2022) define and optimize for their own scale, making the results difficult to compare. However, with a dataset that’s been curated to have a long tail across many different scales, methods optimizing for different scales can be compared. Therefore, in order to compare long-tailed motion prediction methods, we call for long-tailed datasets to be created within trajectory and pose prediction.

4. Social Interaction Modeling Techniques

One area of interest in current prediction methods is the development of modeling techniques that explicitly force the model to learn how multiple dynamic agents interact with each other and how that affects their future actions, trajectories, and expressions. These social interaction models typically attempt to better perform future prediction through the incorporation of model components that are dedicated to understanding the social relationships within the scene. In this survey, we focus on visible interactions indicated by kinesic cues like body positions, expressions, and actions and not verbal interactions.

To our knowledge, only one previous survey, Barquero et al. (2022), addresses the problem of non-verbal social interaction modeling within prediction, but this work only in-
Table 9: Summary of Social Interaction Modeling Techniques within prediction and other relevant tasks, described by the type of social interaction, and modeling architecture. Details about social interaction categories can be found in Section 4. Abbreviations include: DiGraph, directed graph; Grid-LSTM, LSTM cells organized in a grid; VAE, variational autoencoder; avoidance, collision avoidance; group, group dynamics; head, head position; body, body pose.
includes ‘focused’ interactions, where ‘focused’ indicates continuous social interaction between agents, including two-person conversations, but not trajectory prediction. Furthermore, the social forecasting taxonomy presented in Barquero et al. (2022) is extremely general, not specific to social behavior.

Since trajectory prediction is one of the main areas of prediction where non-verbal social interaction modules are making an improvement, as is evidenced by the overwhelming number of social interaction based trajectory prediction methods (e.g., Sadeghian et al., 2018b; Hasan et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019; Kosaraju et al., 2019; Salzmann et al., 2021; Wong et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2019; Haddad & Lam, 2021; Chen et al., 2021; Kao et al., 2021), we believe this topic to be key in any discussion about visual social interaction modules within prediction. Therefore, we review both ‘focused’ and unfocused non-verbal social interaction prediction methods. The set of methods described here and summarized in Table 9 are chosen to display the variety in interaction modeling methods, and in order to highlight important breakthroughs in visual social modeling.

4.1 Taxonomy

In order to systematically summarize the social interaction methods surveyed, we propose the following taxonomy, which is further illustrated in Figure 7. In this taxonomy, we categorize each method by what kinds of scenarios are observed, who in the scene is modeled, and how these visible interactions are made known to others. Within the methods surveyed, we found that the types of scenarios observed typically fell into the overarching categories of Intra-Group scenarios (observing the minute details of those conversing within a group), Inter-Group scenarios (observing how the macro paths of individuals are influenced by those they are not involved with), and Group-Agnostic (methods which can be applied to both Intra and Inter-Group scenarios). Similarly, the person whose interaction is being modeled is typically either the person whose future is being predicted (Main agent), someone interacting with the main agent (Non-main agent), or all the agents in the scene. Finally, we found that the way that these visual interactions are made known to others is either through explicit cues such as hand or head gestures, or through implicit knowledge of conventions such as staying on one side of the road.

Social Knowledge: How are visual social interactions made known to others?

1. Social Communication - agents indicate their future path via explicit kinesic cues
2. Social Convention - agents follow pre-programmed social norms that are implicitly known without need for explicit cues

Group Behavior: What kinds of social scenarios are observed?

1. Intra-Group - visual interactions between members of a group, like expression mirroring, inter-personal distance, etc.
2. Inter-Group - visual interactions between members of different groups, like collision-avoidance, right-of-way behavior, etc.
3. Group-Agnostic - interactions like gesturing, looking where you’re going, etc. that indicate future motion independent of group identity

Which Agent: Whose social signals are modeled?
1. **Main** - the agent whose future is being predicted is the one whose social signals are modeled
2. **Non-Main** - the agent interacting most with the main agent (whose future is predicted) is the one whose social signals are modeled
3. **All** - social signals of all agents in the scene are modeled and one or all agents’ futures are predicted

**Social Knowledge** is the way in which the knowledge of how to interact is gained by the agents. Some interaction dynamics, such as keeping distance from those in other groups, or following those within one’s group, are implicit knowledge that does not have to be communicated in an explicit way (Hasan et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2019; Cheriyadat & Radke, 2008; Wang & Steinfeld, 2020). However, other interaction cues, such as signaling in which direction one is headed or deducing another’s destination by where they are looking, are explicitly communicated (Zhang et al., 2019; Haddad & Lam, 2021; Hasan et al., 2021; Adeli et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2021; Kao & Chan, 2022; Corona et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021; Yasar & Iqbal, 2021).

**Group Behavior.** One way to categorize what scenario a visual social interaction method is focused on is by whether it models close-up intra-group behaviors (like the distance kept between individuals talking in a circle, as modeled by Hung & Krose, 2011, or how expressions are mirrored between two people in a conversation, as modeled by Feng et al., 2017), or larger inter-group behaviors (like the way in which two groups pass each other, as modeled by Wang & Steinfeld, 2020, or how two people going separate ways avoid collision, as studied by Hasan et al., 2018). However, many social modeling methods, like those that model changes in body pose (e.g., Chen et al., 2021; Kao et al., 2021; Kao & Chan, 2022), are applicable to both inter-group and intra-group scenarios.

**Which Agent.** Finally, we also categorize social interactions based on whose interactions are being modeled compared to whose future is being predicted. We use **main** to indicate the agent whose future is being predicted, **non-main** to indicate the single agent who is most interacting with the main agent, and **all** to indicate all agents in the scene. Therefore, we can group prediction algorithms into those that predict the action of the main agent by looking at the social signals exhibited by only the main agent (e.g., Frossard et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2019; Hasan et al., 2018, 2021; Chen et al., 2021; Kao et al., 2021), those that predict the action of the main agent by only looking at the non-main agent (e.g., Huang & Khan, 2017; Joo et al., 2019), those that predict the action of the main agent by looking at the actions of all agents (e.g., Corona et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021; Feng et al., 2017; van Doorn, 2018; Sanghvi et al., 2020), and those that predict the action of all agents by looking at all agents (e.g., Kao & Chan, 2022; Adeli et al., 2021, 2020; Yasar & Iqbal, 2021; Zhang et al., 2019; Haddad & Lam, 2021; Zhao et al., 2019; Airale et al., 2021; Cheriyadat & Radke, 2008; Wang & Steinfeld, 2020). Many of the methods that use solely non-main agent kinesics were developed for human motion imitation tasks such as training a robot to imitate the expressions of a seller given that of a buyer.

### 4.2 Summary of Interaction Models

We summarize the various interaction modeling methods relevant to the field of prediction by indicating how each method answers the above three questions in Table 9. In the
table, the questions of which agent’s social interaction is being modeled and which type of group scenario the focus is on, are specified under the ‘Which Agent’ and ‘Group Behavior’ columns, respectively. However, for the social knowledge question, many of the methods focus on modeling multiple types of social communication and/or convention so we have added separate ‘Social Communication’ and ‘Social Convention’ columns, each of which further categorizes the types of social communication and/or convention modeled by each method, as shown in Table 9. Finally, we also summarize the type of modeling method used to capture the social interaction under the ‘Interaction Modeling’ column.

In this section, instead of concentrating on methods shown to do well in open-ended environments as we have been, we expand our horizon to include methods studied in focused environments (like those discussed in Barquero et al., 2022) to promote comparison between works within a diverse range of applications. Furthermore, in many instances within action prediction, non-verbal social interactions are learned through interaction-only action prediction datasets like UT-Interaction (Ryoo & Aggarwal, 2010) and BIT-Interaction (Kong et al., 2012) instead of through modeling techniques. While these datasets, which are presented in Section 3.1, help models learn social interactions, they are not social interaction modeling techniques and are therefore not discussed in this section.

In the following subsections, we review in more depth each of the non-verbal social interaction modeling techniques summarized in Table 9. As most of these methods directly model or incorporate into their loss the various types of social knowledge cues on which they focus, while the group behavior and which agent categories are typically more related to the formulation of the problem than the social modeling methodology, we will organize this review by grouping the methods by the types of social communication and/or convention cues they model, and comparing techniques which model the same type of social knowledge cue.

4.2.1 Social Communication

Expression. In Huang and Khan (2017), the kinesic cue of a person’s expressions can be used to predict those of another using two GANs: one to produce a sketch of the non-main agent from their facial features, and another to infer the facial image of the main agent from the sketch. Similarly, Feng et al. (2017), predict the facial pose (locations of facial feature markers like eyes, nose, etc.) of an agent in two-person interactions by using a variational autoencoder on the past facial poses of both agents. Other methods, like Wiles et al. (2018) use unsupervised variational autoencoders to learn face embeddings which may be applied to incorporate expressions into prediction algorithms. Meanwhile, Zhang et al. (2017) predict interpersonal relationships which can be used to inform multi-agent prediction by extracting visual features from every pair of faces, generating pseudo attribute labels for each person, and combining them with other spatial cues to predict the relation between the pair.

Body crops, or images cropped to the size of bounding boxes around a person’s body, are used in early action prediction (e.g., Wu et al., 2021), and action anticipation (e.g., Yao et al., 2021) to create relational scene graphs that encapsulate the relationships between actors and objects in a scene. These methods first perform object detection, and then feed the detections through an attentive relation network (ARN) like in Yao et al. (2021), or
long short term graph convolutional network (LST-GCN) like in Wu et al. (2021) to tease out the relationships between the actors and objects.

**Classified Interaction.** Another type of kinesic cue is the sequence of past interactive actions (classified interactions), which can help determine the future interactive action sequence. Airale et al. (2021) model this with a GAN where historical actions are encoded via LSTM, while van Doorn (2018) use agents’ past locations and action kinesics like whether they’re stepping or laughing to predict which agents will leave a conversation group. Sanghvi et al. (2020), on the other hand, uses past positions, gaze directions, and classified interactions of all agents in the scene to predict future actions via an attention-based short-term memory encoder.

**Vehicle Signals.** While most social interaction methods focus on pedestrians, vehicles can also indicate their intentions through *vehicle signals* like turn signals and brake lights, which we consider to be vehicle kinesics. As there is no work on incorporating vehicle signal detection into a trajectory prediction framework, we present the following vehicle signal detection methods as pseudo-prediction methods and ignore situations with misleading signals. Frossard et al. (2019) classifies visual and temporal features extracted from a convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM), while Lee et al. (2019) applies spatial and temporal attention on frame-to-frame optical flow maps to detect the signal.

**Head/Body Pose.** Many works in motion prediction either use head orientation (e.g., Zhang et al., 2019; Haddad & Lam, 2021; Hasan et al., 2018, 2021) or body position (e.g., Chen et al., 2021; Kao et al., 2021; Kao & Chan, 2022; Adeli et al., 2021, 2020; Corona et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021; Yasar & Iqbal, 2021) to predict the future trajectory or pose of the main agent.

Since all human pose prediction algorithms inherently use the main agent’s body pose history (as covered in Section 2.3.1), we only consider pose prediction algorithms which incorporate poses of all agents in the scene to be social interaction models. Social interaction modeling techniques used in pose prediction problems which incorporate body poses of all other agents in the scene include: social pooling, which pools features across embeddings of all agents (e.g., Adeli et al., 2020), Transformer networks that use an encoding of the main agent and all agents as key and value, respectively (e.g., Wang et al., 2021), cross-agent attention (e.g., Yasar & Iqbal, 2021), and graph attention networks that use attention on both human-human, and human-object interactions (e.g., Adeli et al., 2021; Corona et al., 2020).

In trajectory prediction, body posture can be incorporated via a simple ‘head, hands, and feet’ positional model where either the posture of the main agent (e.g., Kao et al., 2021) or the postures of all agents (e.g., Kao & Chan, 2022) over time are input into a simple LSTM network (e.g., Kao et al., 2021) or 3D convolutional network (e.g., Kao & Chan, 2022) to accumulate pose information. Chen et al. (2021), however, concatenates the main agent’s postural skeleton history with spatial features and feeds it through a convolutional LSTM network with an attention module in order to force the prediction to rely on more than just the previous timestep. While Hasan et al. (2021) and Hasan et al. (2018) use head orientation to remove pedestrians outside the field of view of the main agent, Zhang et al. (2019) form directed graphs of all the pedestrians in the scene based on who can see who, and Haddad and Lam (2021) encode the head orientation of all agents as ‘vislets’,
combine it with both spatial and historical features separately via two grid-LSTMs, and combine them both using a Gated Graph Recurrent Neighborhood Network.

4.2.2 Social Convention

**Group Dynamics** involves modeling the way groups move and shift within the environment. For example, Cheriyadat and Radke (2008) identifies optical flow patterns within groups moving through crowded metro stations by clustering movements and projecting them into the future. Meanwhile, Wang and Steinfeld (2020) uses videos with semantically segmented blobs tracking group movement, and predicts the future shape of the group by using a 3D CNN on the spatiotemporal cube. Finally, van Doorn (2018) predicts whether an agent will leave the group, while Sanghvi et al. (2020) and Joo et al. (2019) predict future actions and body positions, respectively, of only the non-main agent on datasets that center around single social groups like small parties (e.g., Sanghvi et al., 2020) or three-person negotiations (e.g., Joo et al., 2019).

**Proxemics and Collision Avoidance.** Proxemics involves modeling the optimal space between one person and another (which may vary by culture and location), while collision avoidance is the path planning that agents perform in order to 1) avoid chances of collision with another person, and 2) indicate to the other person through early changes in their path how they intend to prevent collision. While Hasan et al. (2018) incorporate collision avoidance into their model of the future by explicitly including a term in the loss function that encourages larger distances between the predicted paths of the main agent and the agent closest, Wong et al. (2021) creates a two-stage coarse and fine prediction system where the fine system learns to interpolate between and maneuver the points on the coarse path such that agents don’t collide. To model proxemics, Zhao et al. (2019) embeds each agent’s encoded historical information onto a map, thereby implicitly learning the proxemics that agents prefer to keep.

**Neural Mirroring.** Finally, neural mirroring is the inclination to mirror the faces of those we are in conversation with due to empathetic neural pathways. Some works attempt to predict the future expressions (represented as facial images or facial poses) of the main agent by looking at past images of the non-main agent (e.g., Huang & Khan, 2017) or facial poses of both agents (e.g., Feng et al., 2017).

5. Long-Tailed Learning Techniques

One challenge of open-ended environments is that behaviors encountered in such real-world scenes resemble a long tailed distribution. There are many examples of easily predictable behaviors like standing still or traveling at a constant velocity, and few examples of complicated behaviors like stopping to tie a shoelace. In this section, we discuss how to overcome such dataset imbalances in classification and regression problems, both within and outside of prediction, and summarize the methods in Table 10.

Many classification surveys have covered the plethora of long-tailed learning techniques within the various classification problems of image recognition (e.g., Zhang et al., 2021b), action recognition (e.g., Özyer et al., 2021; Vrigkas et al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2021), semantic segmentation (e.g., Jadon, 2020; Sampath et al., 2021), and action prediction (e.g., Rasouli et al., 2020b; Xu et al., 2020; Rasouli et al., 2020a; Zaech et al., 2020).
are also classification datasets specifically curated for long-tailed recognition of images (e.g., Liu et al., 2019) and videos (e.g., Zhang et al., 2021a).

However, dealing with imbalanced datasets in regression is more complicated, especially in multidimensional regression tasks like video and motion prediction, because defining a metric by which to determine whether an example falls into the long tail is non-trivial. In classification it is straightforward to categorize a dataset as imbalanced by showing that there are many examples in one class and very few examples in another, but in order to do this for multi-dimensional regression tasks, there has to be a scale on which examples are compared. Are they imbalanced in terms of the lengths of their trajectories, average velocities, or the level of social interaction an agent engages in? The answer, typically, is that in open-ended environments, datasets are imbalanced on many different scales (Oksuz et al., 2021). Furthermore, any one of these metrics is not enough to adequately capture the long-tailed nature of the problem: if we define imbalance along the scale of velocity, we may fail to highlight examples with uncommon interaction levels. On the other hand, these metrics may be related: a pedestrian who is walking with a friend may be more likely to walk slower and at the same pace as them. Analyzing the co-occurrence of the different possible metrics and developing a scale on which to define imbalance is an important and non-trivial future problem in multi-dimensional regression.

Long-tailed learning in single-value regression (e.g., Branco et al., 2017; Moniz et al., 2017; Steininger et al., 2021) is slightly easier as there is a single scale along which imbalance can be measured, but it is still non-trivial to extend the well-studied class-based long-tailed learning techniques to any type of regression.

Since previous surveys like Zhang et al. (2021b) have sufficiently covered the plethora of long-tailed learning techniques for classification tasks outside of prediction, we will first review these techniques by briefly summarizing the taxonomy presented in Zhang et al. (2021b), and use it more generally to describe the work done on long-tailed learning within
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Type</th>
<th>Task Subtype</th>
<th>Long-Tail Learning</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>anticipation</td>
<td>re-sampling</td>
<td>(Xu et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cost-sensitive</td>
<td>(Rasouli et al., 2020a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cost-sensitive</td>
<td>(Rasouli et al., 2020b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pose</td>
<td>transfer learning</td>
<td>(Zang et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cost-sensitive</td>
<td>(Zaech et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion</td>
<td>trajectory</td>
<td>representation</td>
<td>(Makansi et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cost-sensitive</td>
<td>(Kozerawski et al., 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>regression</td>
<td>representation</td>
<td>(Li et al., 2021b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>data augmentation</td>
<td>(Anderson et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>re-sampling +</td>
<td>(Branco et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>undersampling +</td>
<td>(Moniz et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>interpolation</td>
<td>(Moniz et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>regression</td>
<td>ensemble learning</td>
<td>(Steininger et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cost-sensitive</td>
<td>(Steininger et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>image</td>
<td>cost-sensitive +</td>
<td>(Yang et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>depth</td>
<td>re-weighting +</td>
<td>(Yang et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>estimation</td>
<td>embedded feature</td>
<td>(Yang et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mesh</td>
<td>logit adjustment</td>
<td>(Ren et al., 2022)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Summary of Long-Tailed Learning Techniques within prediction and regression, categorized by the long-tailed learning categories defined in Zhang et al. (2021b) and summarized in Section 5.1. Technique details describe the specific technique within the category. Class definition indicates whether or not classes are defined, and specifies how they were derived: class label indicates a supervised label, while performance-based and importance tag class definitions are self-supervised. Abbreviations are: regression, single-value regression; re-weighting, weighting the loss proportional to class infrequency.
5.1 Classification

5.1.1 Classification Taxonomy

Zhang et al. (2021b) summarized the many long-tailed learning techniques within classification, and organized them into the following categories:

1. Class Re-balancing Methods:
   (a) Re-sampling
   (b) Cost-sensitive learning
   (c) Logit adjustment

2. Information Augmentation Methods:
   (a) Transfer learning
   (b) Data augmentation

3. Module Improvement Methods
   (a) Representation learning
   (b) Classifier design
   (c) Decoupled training
   (d) Ensemble learning

In the following paragraphs, we provide more details about this taxonomy by summarizing the definitions and boundaries proposed by Zhang et al. (2021b) for each of the categories and subcategories within the taxonomy.

Class Re-balancing Methods attempt to effectively force the class frequencies to be equal by manipulating the data, loss, or output logits. Re-sampling oversamples (by duplicating) examples from uncommon classes and undersamples examples from common classes to alter the class distribution at the expense of losing much of the data. This method does not perform as well on extremely skewed datasets as extreme oversampling causes overfitting of tail classes and extreme undersampling degrades performance on head classes. Cost sensitive Learning adds weight to the loss of rare examples such that the weight is proportional to measures of ‘rareness’ such as inverse class frequency or class prediction ‘hardness’ (as used in focal loss from Lin et al., 2018). Although many of these methods are theoretically inspired, they also suffer from overfitting to tail classes but to less of an extent than the re-sampling methods. Cost sensitive Learning changes output class scores post-hoc based on label frequencies by boosting the class scores with low label frequency. Although class re-balancing methods are generally simple to implement and show performance improvements, they essentially can’t handle the issue of lacking information due to limited data so improving tail performance typically involves the trade-off of also regressing head performance to some extent.

Information Augmentation Methods introduce additional information into the training from other sources in order to improve tail performance without sacrificing head performance. For example, transfer learning transfers knowledge from a source domain such as other datasets, tasks, or classes, to improve performance on a target domain (Zhang et al., 2021b). This includes head-to-tail knowledge transfer, where class-agnostic features like intraclass variance of head classes are used to guide feature augmentation for
tail-class samples so that the tail-class features have higher intraclass variance and other class-agnostic features similar to head classes. Another transfer learning technique is to pre-train the model by either first training only on the tail classes, pre-training on a self-supervised network like contrastive learning, or pre-training with an additional modality like a language model. Knowledge distillation methods like training a smaller model off the outputs of a bigger model (student-teacher model), and self-training methods that use a large unlabeled dataset in addition to the smaller labeled one such that the large unlabeled dataset can be pseudo-labeled by the model and used to increase the class frequency of rare classes, also fall under this category. Data augmentation methods, on the other hand, create new examples through class-conditional statistics (e.g. generating class-wise features based on a learned Gaussian prior with its mean and variance estimated from previously observed samples like in Anderson et al., 2019) in order to synthesize examples from uncommon classes (Zhang et al., 2021b). These methods improve tail performance without sacrificing head performance by learning or incorporating additional information.

Module Improvement Methods change the network structure such that uncommon examples perform better without sacrificing the performance of common examples. Representation learning does this by manipulating the loss function to change the feature space in such a way that pushes apart the feature embeddings of examples from different groups and pulls together examples within the same group (e.g. supervised contrastive learning techniques like the ‘range loss’ in Zhang et al., 2016). These groups can be the individual classes, or sets of classes which fall under categorizations such as ‘common’ vs. ‘uncommon.’ Some representation learning methods additionally employ memory modules where visual features of each class are stored in an independent memory block which is uninfluenced by that class’s frequency (e.g. Liu et al., 2019). Meanwhile, some methods employ classifier design techniques such as causal modeling (which records the bias by computing the exponential moving average of features during training, and then removes the bias by subtracting the bias from prediction logits during inference), nearest-neighbors based approaches (which predict the class whose mean feature embedding is closest to that of the example in question), and non-linear regularization (which weights examples using a learnable parameter which uses regression to figure out how much bias should be applied towards rare examples), as explained further in Zhang et al., 2021b. Another way in which modules can be improved to reduce the effects of class imbalance is through decoupled training and ensemble learning techniques. Decoupled training, which separates the learning procedure into representation learning and classifier training stages to be individually evaluated, can be done by introducing data mix-ups solely within the representation learning stage (as this was shown to be beneficial for representation learning but detrimental for classification), or improving the classification by minimizing the KL-Divergence between the calibrated prediction distribution and a balanced reference distribution (Zhang et al., 2021b). Finally, ensemble learning techniques strategically generate and combine multiple network modules specializing in different aspects of the data/modeling. While some networks use an extra network branch which only trains on tail classes and combines the outputs dynamically during training, others split the data into subgroups by dividing the long-tailed dataset into several subsets with less dataset imbalance (Zhang et al., 2021b). Some even add a term to the loss that forces the model to improve the diversity of the different experts. Although representation learning and classifier design methods can improve results, they still
suffer from overfitting due to lack of added information. Decoupled training and ensemble learning methods, on the other hand, rarely see a drop in performance on head classes but they incur higher computational costs. Therefore, if model efficiency is a priority, using representation learning and classifier design techniques would be preferable to implementing decoupled training and ensemble learning.

In the following subsections, we use this taxonomy to categorize long-tailed learning methods in action prediction, video and motion prediction, and other regression methods outside of prediction. Although this taxonomy was developed for classification techniques, the approaches used in regression problems typically have analogous methods within classification (Ren et al., 2022), and the categories are broad enough to represent different ways of thinking about the long tail problem. Therefore, we find that this taxonomy can be used to describe long-tailed learning techniques within regression as well.

5.1.2 Action Prediction

Although there are many ways to overcome class imbalance in classification problems like image recognition (Zhang et al., 2021b), and in theory, most of these methods should be applicable to action prediction tasks as well, the majority of these methods have not yet been used in works regarding action prediction. Of the taxonomy of long-tailed learning methods presented in Zhang et al. (2021b), only those of the class re-balancing category have thus far been applied to action prediction, with one work employing re-sampling by combining multiple rare classes into one class (Xu et al., 2020) in order to eliminate the long tail and increase the size of the one ‘rare’ class, and some works using cost-sensitive learning by re-weighting samples by the ratio of their positive to negative samples in order to add weight to rare classes that have fewer positive samples (e.g., Rasouli et al., 2020a, 2020b). Zaech et al. (2020), on the other hand, re-weights samples by the presence or lack of interesting events like lane changes and turns, with the assumption that interesting events are more rare, but more important to learn, and therefore deserve more weight. One promising research direction may be to apply long-tailed learning techniques to action prediction and evaluate them on the VideoLT (Zhang et al., 2021a) dataset, which quantifies its long tail and provides metrics for long tailed performance.

5.2 Regression

5.2.1 Video and Motion Prediction

Despite the relative lack of works exploring dataset imbalance in action prediction, there are even fewer works in video prediction. At the time of writing, we’ve encountered a complete lack of papers on long-tailed learning in video prediction.

Within motion prediction, Makansi et al. (2021) and Kozerawski et al. (2022) directly address long-tailed learning in trajectory prediction, while Li et al. (2021b) simply show that injecting logic rules by adding cross-walks, traffic lights, and left/right turn only lanes into the map and making them hard rules instead of suggestions to be used as input, reduces the long tail of the error distribution, as shown in Figure 3 of Li et al. (2021b). Although Anderson et al. (2019) don’t directly address dataset imbalance, they develop a data augmentation method that could be used to upsample uncommon trajectories by gen-
To improve long-tail performance, Makansi et al. (2021) use contrastive loss on implicit classes of trajectories to force the model to learn the characteristics of rare trajectories separately from common trajectories. This loss forces the feature embeddings of the rare trajectories to be pushed apart from the feature embeddings of common trajectories, in the feature space (Makansi et al., 2021). Therefore, feature embeddings of rare trajectories are less likely to be lost within the manifold of common trajectories, and assumed to be outliers. In Makansi et al. (2021), classes are defined by how easy it is to predict the future trajectory through a physics-based Kalman filter: rare and important trajectories are assumed to be the ones which are difficult to predict using simple kinematics. Kozerawski et al. (2022), on the other hand, compare two novel loss terms that up-weight rare, high error examples: a regularization term which improves performance slightly in average and rare cases, and a kurtosis term which significantly improves only the worst error. The regularization term includes hyperparameters that assume a fixed shape for the error distribution while the kurtosis term uses batch statistics to estimate the error distribution. While Makansi et al. (2021) and Kozerawski et al. (2022) show small improvements in averaged metrics, it is difficult to compare improvements in the long tail as each paper defines and optimizes for their own scale of uncommonness. Therefore, a standardized method of evaluating long tailed performance must be defined for trajectory prediction.

Finally, Zang et al. (2020), the only work that explicitly addresses class imbalance in human pose prediction, uses action class labels from the Human3.6M (Ionescu et al., 2014) dataset to create a class imbalanced dataset. Common classes are used for pre-training and uncommon classes are learned through a parameter generation module that adapts the model to new categories (Zang et al., 2020).

5.2.2 Other Regression

Outside of prediction, there are also several single-dimensional (e.g., Branco et al., 2017; Moniz et al., 2017; Steininger et al., 2021) and multi-dimensional (e.g., Yang et al., 2021; Ren et al., 2022) regression tasks that incorporate long-tailed learning.

Some regression methods take advantage of long-tailed classification techniques by defining pseudo-class labels through unsupervised classification of regression examples (e.g., Branco et al., 2017; Moniz et al., 2017; Ren et al., 2022). Branco et al. (2017) and Moniz et al. (2017) classify examples by calculating a domain-specific importance tag for each example, where extreme values (possibly including outliers) are considered ‘important’. Branco et al. (2017) then performs re-sampling by undersampling ‘unimportant’ examples, and data-augmenting ‘important’ examples by using k-nearest-neighbors based interpolation between examples, while Moniz et al. (2017) performs ensemble learning by boosting (using multiple models) and bagging (using multiple sets of bootstrapped samples from the training set), with performance averaged across the ‘boosted’ models and ‘bagged’ sets. Boosting and bagging helps train multiple models that specialize on different parts of the dataset, which helps rare examples get identified and predicted with their own specialized model (Moniz et al., 2017). Ren et al. (2022), on the other hand, classify examples using performance-based labels where examples that perform similarly within a batch fall into the
same class. They then adjust the loss by adding weight to the worst performing examples in order to improve prediction of the lowest performing long tail. One disadvantage of the above techniques, however, is the heuristic division of the dataset into rare and frequent sets (Yang et al., 2021). This causes a tendency to classify outliers as important, rare examples. Especially in applications with noisy data, amplifying genuine outliers along with the long tail produces improved performance in the long tail, at the expense of average performance (Moniz et al., 2017).

Other methods use techniques like label and feature smoothing instead of defining pseudo-labels in order to take advantage of the fact that in most regression tasks, there is a dependence between data samples which have nearby labels (e.g., facial images of close ages) such that data from nearby labels can be used to boost the learning of the more sparsely represented data points in between (Yang et al., 2021). Furthermore, if the model works properly and the data is balanced, one expects the feature statistics corresponding to nearby targets to be close to each other, producing continuity in feature space (Yang et al., 2021). In these works, the distribution of regression labels across all values is smoothed via kernel density estimation (e.g., Steininger et al., 2021) or another type of kernel convolution (e.g., Yang et al., 2021), and examples are weighted by the inverse of their label’s smoothed frequency, since error distribution is shown to inversely correlate with label density distribution (Yang et al., 2021). The kernel convolution developed by Yang et al. (2021) specifically produces the expected density of the real (smoothed) label distribution, which accounts for the information which can be learned from examples with nearby labels, and can even be applied to multi-dimensional inputs like in image depth estimation by treating the depth of each pixel as a label to be smoothed and weighted (Yang et al., 2021). Since continuity in the target space should create a corresponding continuity in the feature space, Yang et al. (2021) uses an additional ‘classifier’ (or in this case, ‘regressor’) design technique to perform feature space smoothing between neighboring examples of the label distribution, as shown in Figure 4 of Yang et al. (2021). These methods have a lower chance of suffering from the noise outlier problem mentioned above.

**Applications to Prediction.** Although some of these techniques are specific to one dimensional regression tasks, others can be easily applicable to video and motion prediction. For example, Ren et al. (2022) focuses on dataset imbalance in human mesh recovery, a multi-dimensional regression task which could work on trajectory or human pose prediction because of similarities in output formats. Similarly, Yang et al. (2021), which studies image depth estimation, could be applied to the video prediction subtask of optical flow map generation, as both are generative tasks with semantically meaningful pixel-level labels. Therefore, adapting long-tailed regression methods to video and motion prediction may be a promising direction, and one place to begin could be to apply the methods within Ren et al. (2022) and Yang et al. (2021) to motion and video prediction tasks.

### 6. Open Challenges

Throughout this paper, we have explored prediction algorithms that focus on long-tailed learning and social interaction modeling. Each of these areas can be considered fairly open challenges that are actively being worked on. However, in this section, we describe novel
ways of thinking about these challenges, either by looking at them in combination with each other, or by combining them with other challenges in an insightful way.

6.1 Long-Tailed Open World Prediction

While datasets taken in open-ended environments represent many complex real-world interactions, it is still likely that systems like autonomous robots will encounter new classes of agents or unique agent behaviors unseen during training when they are released into the world. This is the open world problem: 1) improving performance on the long tail, and 2) recognizing when a new behavior or detection is one that hasn’t been seen before (Liu et al., 2019). Dealing with the open world problem is a skill that autonomous robots operating in open-ended environments must acquire to perform effectively.

While the long-tailed open world framework has been receiving increasing attention within detection (e.g., Liu et al., 2019; Joseph et al., 2021; Saito et al., 2022; Konan et al., 2022), segmentation (e.g., Wang et al., 2021), and tracking (e.g., Liu et al., 2022; Dave, 2021), open-world prediction is still unexplored territory. One method that may be directly applicable to action prediction tasks is that proposed in Liu et al. (2019), which uses contrastive learning and a memory framework to improve performance on both common and uncommon classes, and recognize examples that don’t fall into any of the given classes. Studying long-tailed open-world prediction may be a promising research direction, and one place to begin may be to apply the methods proposed in Liu et al. (2019) to action prediction.

6.2 Long-Tailed Environmental Factors

Most long-tailed learning algorithms focus on dataset imbalance across the distribution of labels or performances. Classification techniques separate examples based on how common the class label is, while some trajectory prediction algorithms separate trajectories by how different their error is from that of other examples (e.g., Makansi et al., 2021; Kozerawski et al., 2022). However, one underexplored aspect of long-tailedness is the influence of environmental factors. For example, in a dataset where most examples come from city roads, underrepresented country roads may lead to poor performance in the countryside. Or, if most examples are collected on sunny days, the system will be biased against rainy day samples. Current solutions include collecting more data from underrepresented environments, training multiple systems that reason differently in different environments (for example, one system for highway driving and one for urban driving), and domain adaptation, where knowledge is learned from a source domain like a sunny dataset, and transferred to a target domain, like a rainy dataset. However, all of these methods require environments to be separated into classes, which is unwieldy when environmental descriptors are regressive. For example, using time of day instead of classes like day and night, requires new methods that don’t depend on the existence of environmental classes.

Therefore, further study on removing bias due to data imbalance across environmental factors is a necessary step towards helping networks perform in all environments. While long-tailed classification techniques like ensemble learning via multiple systems, transfer learning via domain adaptation, and domain balancing methods which adjust the loss based on self-supervised environment characteristics show some success, attempting to apply other
methods such as those developed for long-tailed regression, may be a promising direction of research.

One area in particular where such an approach can be used is within trajectory prediction, where time of day and GPS location can be used as regressive environmental factors across which a dataset can be imbalanced. Consequently, if there is a particularly confusing intersection where accidents commonly happen, or a particular time of day, such as rush hour, where people behave differently, such unique environmental factors can be learned and modeled.

6.3 Long-Tailed Social Behavior

Another way in which behavior can be imbalanced is the extent to which agents follow social conventions or exhibit the social kinesics that let others know their intention. While most people adhere to these conventions and move in a way that indicates their intention, there are types of people and situations people may find themselves in where they deviate from these social norms. For example, if someone is rushing, they may prioritize speed over safety, quickly change lanes without giving signal, cut off another vehicle, or drive into the opposing lane in order to pass traffic. Children, on the other hand, may be too young to know about social conventions and may erratically change their mind about their intended destination, rendering their kinesics unusable.

While this type of behavior is difficult to predict, human drivers still anticipate and work around such behavior by identifying an unconventional agent, being aware of potential unexpected movements, and keeping a safe distance. Many previous works have studied anomaly detection within social interaction, where socially surprising behavior is catalogued as unique and risky (e.g., Chaker et al., 2017), but incorporating such anti-social risk assessment into prediction methods is just starting to be done like in Zhang et al. (2022), Jha et al. (2021). Zhang et al. (2022) attempts to identify risky vehicles on the road, while Jha et al. (2021) identifies risky situations as well as risky agents of all types. However, the risk prediction elements of these methods do not inform the path prediction elements, and are more of an ‘uncertainty score’ of the predicted path. Therefore, more work must be done in incorporating the risk score into the prediction modules so that the path can be predicted differently for unconventional agents.

Furthermore, these methods attempt to solve long-tailed social behavior from an anomaly detection perspective, where the goal is to detect a risky agent. While this is useful, it may also be beneficial to view this problem from a long-tailed learning perspective, through which uncommon behaviors can not only be differentiated, but also emphasized in the loss such that patterns within the domain of uncommon behaviors can be identified and used to predict the future.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we categorize the types of prediction tasks into a taxonomy and present a broad overview of the input encodings, modeling techniques, and training techniques of a selection of methods from each type of task. Furthermore, we review long-tailed learning within classification and regression, and highlight the major advances made in two relatively new areas of prediction that are being explored: social interaction modeling and long-
tailed learning. Existing surveys have yet to focus on social interaction within open ended environments, or long-tailed regression and long-tailed prediction. Finally, we highlight upcoming research areas in need of further exploration.
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